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Thursday Bowling Green State University March 4, 1982 
Council approves semester calendar plans 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
One of the final steps for the Univer- 
sity's switch to a semester calendar 
was taken yesterday, as Academic 
Council approved the conversion 
plans of three colleges. 
Dr. Richard Eakin, conversion 
Task Force chairman, told Council 
the plans submitted by the colleges of 
Education and Musical Arts are in 
"complete compliance" with the Task 
Force guidelines. 
The College of Business Adminis- 
tration also is in compliance with the 
guidelines, he said, except for three 
items. 
The first item concerns the 'drop- 
!iing of Accounting 337 and Math 233 
rom the Applied Statistics and Oper- 
ations Research curriculum. But Ea- 
kin said he has been assured that 
corrective measures will be taken. 
THE REMAINING items involve 
improper level changes, one changing 
BA 303 to 203 and the other changing 
Military Science 402 to 202. 
Council decided to approve the col- 
lege's plan, upon assurances that the 
first matter will be handled by the 
college and that the second item was a 
rational change. 
But Council chose not to accept the 
third item, passing a motion to keep 
the class at the 400-level and allow the 
college to make the change later 
internally, after the conversion. 
Afterward, Eriksen said the Council 
members generally have not read the 
colleges' conversion plans. Thus, yes- 
terday's approvals are made "in 
faith that the colleges have made a 
correct conversion and that the Task 
Force has thoughtfully given its ap- 
proval, he said. 
BUT, HE ADDED, most Council 
members - because of the makeup of 
the body - were persons deeply in- 
volved with their respective college's 
conversion plans. 
Eakin said the process, now in its 
sixth month, has felt "like 6 years to 
some of us." 
He added that it has "taken an 
extraordinary amount of cooperation 
to try to get these in a form that 
everybody will be comfortable with." 
Conversion plans for the colleges of 
Health and Community Services, Arts 
and Sciences and the Graduate Col- 
lege and Fir-elands College will be 
presented next Wednesday. 
Eakin said if those plans are ap- 
proved, the conversion process will be 
ahead of schedule by five days. 
AFTER THE approvals, several 
Council members who also have 
served on the Task Force expressed 
the desire for a statement relieving 
the Task Force members of accounta- 
bility for any problem that may arise 
from the conversion. 
But, Dr. Gary Hess, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, said, 
"I'm not certain what we need is a 
disclaimer (but rather) ... a method 
to handle problems that might come 
up." 
Dr. Karl Vogt, dean of the College of 
Business Administration, asked. 
"How do we protect the integrity of 
the conversion process?" He said it is 
possible for faculty members to get 
courses that were eliminated in the 
conversion put back into the catalog. 
A RESOLUTION, worded by Dr. 
Lester Barber, University chair rep- 
resentative to Council, was approved, 
stating, "Academic Council agrees 
that any significant discrepancies be- 
tween the guidelines and the conver- 
sion process discovered after the 
approval is complete should be re- 
ferred to trie appropriate college 
council." 
Council also approved the require- 
ments for a student wishing to 
achieve two degrees from the Univer- 
sity at the same time. The new re- 
quirements eliminate the grade point 
minimum and change the required 
number of hours to be completed 
beyond the hours required for a single 
degree from 30 to 20. 
University's elite spirit organization 
remains mysterious after 36 years 
Sic Sic 
Florid*. 
photo by Ron Hagler 
members count down the days until spring break and the impending exodus ol University students to 
by Kathleen Koshar 
assistant editor 
At least one night each week, six 
University men make excuses to their 
roommates about why they must 
leave and what they will be doing for 
several hours. 
They meet, in a secret hideout 
somewhere in Bowling Green, discard 
their identities and don bizarre cos- 
tumes complete with rubber masks 
and striped jumpsuits that have been 
passed on to them after 17 years of 
wear. 
The two seniors, juniors and sopho- 
mores will then refer to each other 
only as numbers one through six; a 
firecautionary measure that will fur- 
her eliminate chances of passersby 
learning their identity. 
The group first prepares several 
signs in traditional red and black 
paint, loads them into a car provided 
by University maintenance and steals 
into the night air to plaster the cam- 
pus with messages and generally 
cause a little uproar wherever they 
roam. 
ALTHOUGH STUDENTS have 
been frightened by the appearance of 
a skinhead with blood dripping from 
his mouth or a one-eyed green 
monster, the crew is harmless as they jeer and tease whomever they meet; 
in fact, they are gentlemanly. 
One through Six are members of an 
elite spirit-oriented group whose jobs 
are to stealthily spread good will 
throughout the University without 
revealing their identities. They are 
SICSIC, and although they refuse to 
even reveal what the letters mean, all 
profess extreme pride and determin- 
ation in their work. 
The original SICSIC members were 
appointed by Dr. Frank Prout while 
he was president of the University in 
1946 in an effort to combat what he 
diagnosed as a lack of spirit among 
students. Six men were sent letters 
instructing them to meet at Prout's 
house, which is now the Popular Cul- 
ture Center on West Wooster St., at 
midnight. 
They spent the night in Prout's 
basement and although only the mem- 
bers of SICSIC know what happened, 
the spirit organization was bom that 
night. Each year two sophomores are 
tapped into the group, at an unknown 
location during a secret ceremony, 
and the identity of two seniors are 
revealed during the Beta celebration 
in spring. 
THE TWO new members are cho- 
sen by a committee that includes the 
present members and several admin- 
istrators including the group's ad- 
viser, University Registrar Cary 
Brewer and Dean of Students, Dr. 
Donald Ragusa who sends memos to 
residence hall and greek housing unit 
leaders informing them of the search. 
The only requirements for mem- 
bership are an extreme dedication to 
the University and a highly spirited 
personality. 
Number One, a senior SICSIC, said 
it is hard to find new members on a 
one year basis. Those involved in the 
selection process may see a prospec- 
tive candidate at a sporting event, 
Earty or class, and without anyone 
nowing, must observe their behav- 
ior. "We have to look for people who 
are solely interested in campus 
spirit," he explained. 
"When SICSIC was set up, it was set 
up as something secretive. There 
would be a certain mystique about 
it," another member explained. Few 
people know who the men behind the 
goulish masks are including room- 
mates, friends and most family mem- 
bers of SICSIC. 
"Sometimes we are discovered but 
we're not supposed to be," a number 
said."Secrecy is the most important 
thing," another added. "If a mask is 
ever removed, he (a member) would 
have to quit." 
SICSIC'S SIGNS display only posi- 
tive messages such as "The last two 
weeks of winter quarter have been 
canceled due to lack of interest! Just 
kidding!" and are hung inside and out 
of any University building. "But," 
another explained, "our purpose is 
not to have people see us. It is for 
them to see the signs." 
There is tradition involved with the 
signs. Each sign bears a message 
along with the unexplainable SICSIC 
insignia in the traditional black and 
red paint and is hung with criss- 
crossed masking tape. The group 
divides the University into sections 
and members try to keep abreast of 
activities in their designated areas 
sjch as sports or greek life. 
Messages may be sent to groups, 
the administration, fraternities and 
sororities as well as individuals or the 
campus in general. "When I'm com- 
ing out of the Union and I see someone 
stop and laugh at one of those signs, I 
feel really good about that," one spirit 
spreader said. 
ALL AGREE the most difficult part 
of the job is remaining secret for a 
three- year membership. "It's really 
tough because we always figure it's 
such an honor but we can't tell anyone 
about it," another explained. There is 
no recognition until the unmasking at 
the end of a member's senior year. 
There have been imitators of SIC- 
SIC and those who have tried to dis- 
cover who the members are, both 
with no success. Last quarter, thieves 
stumbled across the SICSIC hideout 
and stole their masks. Members were 
forced to buy new masks to carry on 
the tradition but their jumpsuits have 
been passed on to new members for 17 
years. 
Despite the loss, the group remains 
optimistic and refuses to believe the 
campus is unspirited or apathetic. 
"Maybe that's true among some peo- 
ple but not among us." 
Balancing the budget: Reagan forfeits hope of eliminating government deficit by end of term, calls it 'necessary evil' 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - President 
Ronald Reagan, who built his political 
career on the- promise of balanced 
budgets, said yesterday that large 
budget deficits "are a necessary evil 
in the real world today." 
Reagan's comment, in defense of 
the record $91.5 billion deficit pro- jected in his proposed 1983 budget, 
came as he continued his fight to 
stave off efforts to delay or reduce the 
income tax cut he won from Congress 
last year. 
Since his 1966 gubernatorial cam- 
paign in California, Reagan has advo- 
cated balanced budgets. His promise 
of a balanced federal budget by 1983 
was a keystone of his successful 1980 
presidential campaign. 
But while formulating his first bud- 
get proposal last year, Reagan said 
the federal budget would be balanced 
in 1984, a year later than he originally 
had predicted. Then, last fall he ac- 
knowledged that he would be unable 
to meet his goal because of the deep- 
ening recession, which drained fed- 
eral revenues while increasing costs. 
"NO ONE sympathizes with the 
idea of a balanced budget more than I 
do," Reagan said yesterday in a 
speech prepared for a town meeting 
sponsored by the Los Angeles County 
Board of Supervisors. "You may re- 
member, I've mentioned it a few 
times over the years. 
"The deficits we propose are much 
larger than I would like," he said. 
"But they are a necessary evil in the 
real world today." 
Reagan said raising taxes would not 
significantly reduce the deficit, and 
he blamed the reduction and post- 
ponement of his original 30 percent 
tax-cut proposal for damaging "our 
chances of nipping this recession in 
the bud." 
Reagan reiterated that the only 
"answer to large and growing federal 
deficits (is) to slow the growth of 
federal spending." The only way to 
achieve that, he said, is with his "new 
federalism" proposal, which would 
turn welfare, food stamps and more 
than 40 federally financed social pro- 
grams over to the states. 
REAGAN SAID that with state and 
local control of programs, prisoners 
could be used to clean up beaches, 
welfare recipients could perform 
"unskilled but necessary chores" and 
volunteers could be brought in to help 
run libraries, clinics and other serv- 
ices. 
"All of this - the use of volunteers, 
contracting out of services, the use of 
welfare recipients and prisoners - is 
the kind of innovation that is possible 
when the federal government gets out 
of the way and lets local and state 
government do what it is supposed to 
dOj" Reagan said. 
The president also announced that 
he would appoint J. Peter Grace, 
chairman and chief executive officer 
of W.R. Grace and Co., to head his 
new Private Sector Survey on Cost 
Control in the federal government. 
Students discuss effect of budget cuts on education 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
COLUMBUS - The effects of state 
budget reductions on the quality of 
education was addressed by Univer- 
sity student leaders at a press confer- 
ence held in the state house 
yesterday. 
Student government leaders Bruce 
Johnson and Margie Potapchuk, 
among other student representatives, 
discussed the impact of the proposed 
redutions on the University. 
Potapchuk reported that the Uni- 
versity will lose $9 million over the 
next 17 months, and that fees for the 
next academic year will increase by a 
minimum of $300. 
She also discussed hiring freezes 
and the curtailment of a promised 
seven percent salary increase for 
faculty. 
SHE ADDED that the library hours 
have been cut and the counseling and 
health services at the University are 
underfunded and understaffed. 
"I'm worried about the dedicaton of, 
faculty members, because the state of 
Ohio is not dedicated to supporting 
them," Johnson said. 
Johnson added that classroom sizes 
will increase, deterring personal con- 
tact between faculty ana students. 
He said foreign and out-of state 
students will avoid Ohio schools, and 
businesses will not come to a state 
because low priorities in higher edu- 
cation. 
"THE BUSINESSES are going to 
leave as the educational quality of the 
schools decrease," he said. 
Ed Buelow, student government 
president at Cleveland State Univer- 
sity, reported that enrollment at the 
university has increased 8.7 percent 
since fall of 1979, but state subsidiza- 
tion may be $580,000 less. 
He added that in 1981-82, CSU 
should have received $32,201,919 but 
will get no more than $29,476,400 and 
as little as $27,683,548. 
Dave Chatfield of the CSU student 
government added that tuition has 
increased 40 percent over that last 
two years, ana many students can not 
afford this. 
"OUR EDUCATION must remain 
accessible to all students in Ohio," 
Greg Moore, president of the Ohio 
University Student Senate, said. 
"We feel any cuts coming from that 
area are not the obligation of the 
students of Ohio." he added. 
He explained that student loans will 
be cut 32 percent at the University in 
1983-84. 
Forty percent of the graduate stu- 
dents at the university may be force 
to end their education because of 
reductions in . Guaranteed Student 
Loans, he added. 
"WE DINT LIKE people to play 
petty politics with our future,'' he 
said. 
Bob Pritchard, president of Ohio 
State University Student Govern- 
ment, said although no tuition in- 
creases are expected this year, major 
impacts will come. 
He added that tuition increases will 
come next year. 
"Opportunity for a broad sense of 
course selection will be limited," he 
JAMES GREEN, president of the 
student government at Wright State 
University, reported that 11 special 
task forces have been established to 
work with the budget cuts. 
"The current concern at Wright 
State University is not to have the 
student body come out and make a 
stand without knowing the fiscal out- 
come." he said. 
Neil Klingshirn of the Kent State 
University student government and 
communications director for the Ohio 
Student Association, said the stu- 
dents, faculty and administators have 
united at the university to oppose the 
reductions. 
He reported that a rally held on the 
campus on Tuesday drew 500 students 
and met approval by administrators. 
"A 16-PERCENT cut in our operat- 
ing budget is devastating to the uni- 
versity and is unacceptable," 
Klingshirn said. 
Chris Dalembakis, student govern- 
ment president of University of Cin- 
cinnati, said students will receive a 
major tuition increase in the fall. He 
said the university is one of the 10 
most expensive public institutions in 
the country. 
He added that 469 students will not 
receive financial aid next year. 
Joe Dan Johnson, president of Ohio 
University's Graduate Student Sen- 
ate, presented OSA's recently 
adopted plan to rally against decreas- 
ing subsidization for higher educa- 
tion. 
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sports source of pride Consultant lists ways to conserve 
for students, faculty 
This weekend, students at the University will have the 
opportunity to witness something unique to Bowling 
Green athletics - both major winter sports will be vying 
for berths in the NCAA post-season tournaments. , 
This marks the first time that both sports have been so 
successful in the same season. Regardless of how either 
team finishes the season, this still must rank as one of the 
most successful winter seasons in history of the Univer- 
sity. 
The hockey team has gone from worst to first in the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Association in just under four 
months. The basketball team clinched second place in the 
Mid-American Conference, despite being picked by most 
to finish in the bottom half of the conference. 
But the success of University athletics goes far beyond 
those revenue sports. The women's indoor track team 
finished first in the MAC with an overwhelming perfor- 
mance. The wrestling team went from a last-place finish 
and four points in the MAC Tournament, to fifth-place and 
43 points in one season, earning Pete Riesen Coach-of-the- 
Year honors. For both teams, it was an impressive swan 
song. 
The women's basketball team posted the best season of 
its history, and the women's swim team finished second in 
the MAC, with the men's team hosting the championships 
this weekend. 
While many students may not show a great interest in 
these activities, they do reflect upon the University to 
those outside the institution, as well as provide a source of 
pride to students, faculty and staff. And any source of 
Eride is valuable in times like this, when financial crises 
ave made many people wonder whether Bowling Green 
is such a great place to be. 
Sports may be "just fun and games," but when your 
school makes headlines all over the country, then they 
have crossed societal boundaries to become very impor- 
tant public relations tools for an institution - whether that 
fact makes educators cringe or not. 
We congratulate Bowling Green athletics, not only for 
being winners, but for giving us an outlet so that we can 
forget about snow, cutbacks and the recession. 
Responsibility to write news 
weighs heavily on reporter 
Focus 
thing to tide me over until the next 
by Marilyn Rosinski 
News staff reporter 
The responsibility of getting the 
news out to the readers is beginning to 
weigh heavily on my hips. Another 
quarter has passed as I work as 
reporter for the News. I find I weigh 
much, much more than last year. 
It's a combined weightiness - 
pounds registered on the scale and the 
responsibfitiy of getting the news out. 
Together the two seem to work 
against me. 
When a story deadline comes near 
lunchtime I decide that getting the 
news out is the most important thing 
at that moment. My editors agree. I 
run out to the vending machine in the 
hall, buy a candy bar, a bag of Dori- 
tos, and a can of Pepsi for lunch. 
On organized days I bring a lunch 
from home, the nutritious kind that 
mothers always pack. But usually I 
still reason that I need more food. 
Then I head out to the vending ma- 
chines to get a snack cake and a 
chocolate milk to go with the food I 
brought from home. 
In between meal-time, I grab some- 
thing to eat as insurance, just in case 
dinner might be delayed while I'm out 
on assignment. A sweet roll or a 
package of M & M's seems Just the 
And even when I do grab a few 
minutes to sit down for a traditional 
meal, I pig out. I figure if I'm not 
Oto get a chance to eat again, 
had better eat a lot now while I 
have the chance. I fill my plate with a 
burger with everything on it, french 
fries, salad, and the works! A little 
dessert such as apple pie with ice 
cream just to be sure I m full. That 
way I'll be able to wait longer if I get 
caught up at The BG NEWS at meal 
time. Such self-deception! 
The other option for staying in 
shape is working off all those extra 
calories. Look how skinnny world- 
class runners are and they eat almost 
anything. Running must be the solu- 
tion. I love to run so I'll just run more. 
More self deception! 
I do run more now! I run from 
interview to interview. I run back to 
the News office to file a story. I'm 
running more but I don't think it's the 
right kind of running for calorie burn- 
ing. 
I'm caught - the more stories I 
write, the more I fulfill that weighty 
responsibility to inform my readers. 
But the more I write, the heavier I 
get. Just writing this column I con- 
sumed a piece a cake and several 
cups of tea ladened with sugar. 
I'm practicing pure junk food jour- 
nalism! 
Because of budget reductions, Uni- 
versity administrators are seeking 
ways to cut back expenditures. Now 
resource conservation is being taken 
seriously. Before outlining some spe- 
cific cost-cutting measures that might 
be considered, it's worth trying to put 
the problem (or is it an opportunity?) 
in perspective. 
On consulting assignments I do in 
various underdeveloped countries, 
the major focus is on providing the 
minimum food requirements for peo-. 
pie. In these so-called "Third World" 
•countries, an estimated 10,000 people 
die each day from lack of food; over 
500 million people suffer from chronic 
food shortages. We don't have to dwell 
on these sobering facts, but it's useful 
to keep them in mind in order to fully 
appreciate the lifestyle we enjoy in 
the U.S. and to recognize how atypical 
this is. It doesn't hurt us to be aware 
of the widespread real poverty in the 
world and of our relative affluence. 
Such awareness should help us to 
understand the need for the modest 
changes in our lifestyle that are nec- 
essary now because of the current 
economic situation. 
In general, economic stagnation, 
shortages of revenues and the result- 
ing tight budgets we are experienc- 
ing, are something people of most 
other countries have lived with for 
years. Unlike us, conditions of life 
have forced upon the people of most 
other countries in the world a full 
realization of the finiteness of almost 
everything they need or use. This is a 
lesson we must learn. 
The task faced by the University 
now is not so much budget-cutting, 
which is quite simple, but a more 
difficult and longer-term undertaking 
to change behavior patterns. People 
associated with the University, as 
well as all Americans, will be forced 
to accept change in their lifestyles. As 
a start, resource conservation will 
need to become an integral part of the 
way we live. This does not imply a 
less meaningful life. On the contrary, 
by establishing priorities and cutting 
out much of the useless, soul-destroy- 
ing waste we have come to live with, 
we can concentrate our energies and 
time on important, life-enhancing ac- 
tivities. 
Getting to specifics, the following 
are some possible ways to reduce 
expenditures while at the same time 
introducing on campus a new aware- 
ness of the need for resource conser- 
vation. They are: 
•Phase out all inter-collegiate 
sports programs and reduce the staff 
accordingly. After all, why should so 
many resources be devoted to teach- 
ing a handful of athletes to be excessi- 
vely cohipetative, even brutish? It 
might be worth asking here, why have 
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Focus 
by Robert Dodd 
Agricultural Consultant 
we become a nation of spectators? 
Sports facilities should be open for the 
use of all students and faculty, and a 
comprehensive intramural sports 
program developed. Exercise, health, 
fellowship, fun and yes. even sports- 
manship should be the objective of the 
sports program. If Ohio State cares to 
come here to play baseball, fine. Let 
everyone who wants to join in: 
women, men, faculty, students. No 
uniforms, a rotating lineup, a couple 
of cases of beer afterwards. Great 
fun! Why not? 
•Dismantle the Popular Culture 
program. Good heavens, if there is 
one thing we need to study less in this 
society, It's pop culture. We should be 
able to find better uses for scarce 
funds and other resources than to 
study manifestations of popular cul- 
ture in the past or present. Those 
elements of the program that have 
some academic validity should be- 
come part of courses in history, socio- 
logy, etc. 
•Fill up the teaching schedule dur- 
ing the day, from Monday through 
Friday. Classes now given evenings 
should be scheduled Tor Saturdays. 
Turn off lights and reduce tempera- 
tures to 50 degrees in all unused 
buildings at 6 p.m. daily. 
•Permit only small radios and plug- 
in type water heaters in all dormitory 
rooms. Ban refrigerators, stereo sets, 
pop-corn makers, etc. Ban especially 
the ubiquitous hair dryer. How did we 
ever get to this state where every- 
body, male or female, must have a 
hair dryer? Wash your hair and let it 
dry naturally as Mother Nature in- 
tended. 
•Reduce the campus security force 
by half. Assign on a rotating basis 
individuals in all living quarters to 
stand security watches in and around 
their respective buildings, floors, etc. 
So a person loses a bit of sleep once a 
term. That can't hurt. 
•Serve simplified breakfasts in 
campus dining halls. Hot oatmeal, 
whole wheat toast and a good selec- 
tion of whole grain cereals, granolas 
with milk and yogurt, etc. will be 
more healthful than fried eggs and 
bacon, will save energy and require 
leu staff to prepare and serve. 
•Place a brick in every toilet water- 
storage tank to reduce water use if the 
sewage system is capable of func- 
tioning with reduced water volumes. 
•Take "Navy" showers. Step in the 
shower and wet down completely, 
then turn the water off. Wash and then 
rinse off quickly. Gallons of hot water 
can be saved every day in this very 
simple way. If it gets boring, do it 
with a friend! 
•Put padded night covers on north- 
facing windows in all living quarters. 
The Home Economics Department 
should be able to provide an appropri- 
ate design. 
•Publish The B.G. News twice a 
week and charge 5< per copy. At the 
same time, place large laundry bins 
at strategic locations to collect papers 
for recycling. 
•Organize "Conservation Commit- 
tees" in all dormitories and fraternity 
and sorority houses to suggest new 
ways to save resources. Be imagina- 
tive; have competitions, sponsor con- 
servation weekends, etc. 
These are just a tew ways that the 
University can begin to adjust to the 
Eresent budget cuts. More, and bet- 
sr, suggestions can be made by stu- 
dents, faculty and staff. Everybody 
has an idea how something can be 
done more efficiently, and these ideas 
should be solicited. 
For now, let's get started thinking 
conservation. Remember, we are one 
of the most favored groups of people 
on earth. There's not much any one of 
us can do about that fact but at least 
let's accept the responsibility to use 
not more than we need of anything. 
Letters- 
Video games Invasion 
of the Worst Kind! 
I would like to tell about an Invasion 
of the Worst Kind! 
One night, while watching tele- 
vision in the lobby of my dorm, I was 
interrupted by loud explosions from 
behind me. I turned to see two young 
men, gleefully playing "Defenders." I 
thought, how rude it was to put a noisy 
space game so close to the television 
area. 
This and other situations has made 
me feel that there should be certain 
regulations enforced dealing with vi- 
deo games. These games are annoy- 
ing, costful, and dangerous in certain 
areas. 
I, myself, have never wanted to 
play one of these games, but I have 
had some unpleasant experiences 
with them. Once while waiting for my 
boyfriend to finish his exciting game 
of "Pac Man," I missed the first half 
of "Superman." I was infuriated and 
my boyfriend wanted to play another 
game. 
Respond- 
He plays these games everywhere 
we go. Its like he can't stop. My 
neighbors complain their daughter 
skips homework and eoes straight to 
the TV to play "Atari." When my 
Sirlfriend and I go into a bar, it seems 
le can't pass up a game of "Pac 
Man." One night she played twenty 
games in a row. These games are not 
only annoying, they seem to be habit- 
ual. 
To me, one of the worst problems 
involving these games is the fact that 
they are put in some bad locations 
where children will go to play them. 
My niece, Tracey, who is 12-years-old, 
and her friends, who are 14-years-old, 
live in a suburb of Detroit, Michigan. 
Once, when she and her friends were 
DOONESBURY 
walking downtown to play the space 
tames at the mall, a group of misfit 
ids stopped them and demanded 
their money. The group of kids stole 
$20 from my niece and her friends. 
Luckily, no one was hurt. 
If there were regulations of where 
these games could be placed this 
incident might not have happened. 
Video space games should be placed 
near sate, recreational areas. 
Since some children are allowed to 
stay out later than others, there 
should be more supervision in ar- 
cades and areas where these games 
are played. Arcades should hire more 
help to supervise the children that 
come to play the games. They should 
be taught how to play the games right 
and how long they are allowed to play 
one game at one time. More supervi- 
sion is needed to keep the children out 
of trouble and organized. 
I feel if the games where put in 
safer areas and had more supervi- 
sion, there would be fewer headaches 
for parents and less danger for chil- 
dren. I feel local government should 
take some action about the placing of 
video games. 
If regualtions were made concern- 
ing the video games there would be 
less conflict between the players and 
the non-players. \ 
Wendy Hamntr 
302 Balehelder 
by Garry Trudeau 
If you would like to comment on 
something in The News or anything 
of interest to the campus or com- 
munity,   write  to  The   News: 
The letter or guest column 
should be typewritten, triple 
spaced and signed. Please in- 
clude your address and 
telephone number for verifica- 
tion. Letters to the editor 
should not be longer than 200 
words and columns should not 
be longer than 500 words. 
The News reserves the right 
to reject letters or portions of 
letters that are in bad taste, 
malicious or libelous. All are 
subject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
106 University Hall 
uajwojjusnw. 
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PARTIAL SCHEDULES ARE BEING DISTRIBUTED 
this week and students should check their residence hall 
or on-campus mailboxes. Those who get partials should 
come to the Union according to their appointment times 
during the week of March 8. Open registration will begin 
March IS in the Grand Ballroom. 
THE CHILD LIFE CLUB will meet March 8 at 9:00 p.m. 
in the Family Living Center. 
VCTO WILL MEET MARCH 8 at 9:00 p.m. in room 127 of 
the Technology Bldg. Logo entries and dues will be 
collected. 
THE BROTHERS OF THE OMEGA PSI PHI Fraternity, 
Inc. Delta Epsilon Chapter are sponsoring a Book Schol- 
arship raffle on March 6. Drawing will be at 12:00 p.m. in 
the Grand Ballroom of the Union. 
WOMEN IN BUSINESS are having a rarty tomorrow at 
Longbranch Saloon from 4-6:00 p.m. Members may bring 
a guest. 
THE SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE is presenting "El 
Salvador: Another Vietnam tonight in room 220 Math- 
Science Bldg. at 8:00 p.m. The film is free. 
"VIEWS OF THE PEOPLE OF CHINA" an informal 
conversational discussion about China will be presented 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in room 17 Williams Hall. 
YOUTH FOR EASTER SEALS is ha vine an organizatio- 
nal meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the Ohio Suite of the 
Union. 
A T.O.R.C.H. MEETING will be held tonight at 9:00 p.m. 
in room 115 of the Business Administration Bldg. 
THE LOCAL CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL Black 
Independent Political Party and Black Student Union 
will present Barbara Arnwine, an NBIPP representative 
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the Amani Room of the 
Northeast Commons. 
Reagan delays sanctions 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Ronald Reagan has decided to defer 
any new economic sanctions against 
the Soviet Union until an American 
mission returns from talks with the 
European allies, the State Depart- 
ment said yesterday. 
The mission, headed by Underse- 
cretary of State James Buckley, will 
leave tor Europe late next week. 
After the group returns, State De- 
partment spokesman Dean Fischer 
said, Reagan will decide whether to 
further tighten credits, to block ex- 
ports of US. oil and gas technology, 
and to try to delay a planned pipeline 
carrying Siberian natural gas to 
Western Europe. 
Fischer said the Buckley mission 
will hold talks on all three aspects of 
possible administration action. The 
pi©0** 
IS ONLY AS 
FAR AS YOUR PHONE 
352-5166 
brings you a Quality pizza or 
submarine sandwich 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
talks will be held, the spokesman 
said, to have "a coordinated, effective 
policy." 
THE EUROPEAN ALLIES share 
U.S. concern over Poland's martial 
law government and its suppression 
of union activities; several have 
sharply condemned Moscow. But they 
are reluctant to go as far as the 
administration in punishing the Sovi- 
ets with sanctions. 
Buckley will discuss with the Euro- 
peans their resistance to interrupting 
construction of the 3,000-mile pipeline 
designed to supply up to 1,400 billion 
cubic feet of gas a year. West Ger- 
many, Italy and France have already 
signed contracts for construction. 
Defense Secretary Caspar Wein- 
berger is known to favor taking a hard 
line with the allies, a position with 
which Secretary of State Alexande 
M. Haig Jr. disagrees. 
Meanwhile, business representa- 
tives and Republican senators urged 
the administration to approve the 
pipeline equipment sales. 
E.C. CHAPMAN, executive vice 
president of Caterpillar Tractor Co., 
which says it lost sales of up to $500 
million because of similar restrictions 
imposed by the Carter administra- 
tion, told a Senate committee such 
trade limits have damaged his com- 
pany but not the Soviets. 
Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska, the 
Republican majority whip, said Tues- 
day he may introduce a resolution 
calling for withdrawal of 337.000 U,S. 
troops from Western Europe to pro- 
test the allies' participation in the $10 
billion gas deal. 
ONE LOW PRICE 
Guaranteed No Finer Lenses 






MIXED BOUQUETS «<„ $4.50 
CARNATIONS DO, $5.00 
« racing rCrC ^Jracks 
-J-'airti   \\Sueen falaq. 
FREE HEAT & 
FREE AIR CONDITIONING 
649 SIXTH STREET 
* Free heat & air conditioning 
* Newly painted in September 
* 2 bdrms w/1 Vi baths 
* Completely furnished 
* Model open at #3 
NEWLOVE APARTMENTS 




Bowling Green will host the Northern Michigan Wildcats in the 1 st 
round of the 1982 CCHA PLayoffs this weekend at the BGSU Ice 
Arena with games scheduled as follows: 
SATURDAY MARCH 6   7:30 p.m. 
SUNDAY   MARCH 7   7:30 p.m. 
SPECIAL NOTICE  TO  FANS  WHO HAVE ALREADY  PURCHASED 
CCHA   PLAYOFF TICKETS  
BLUE TICKETS SATURDAY 
GREEN TICKETS. SUNDAY 
TICKETS FOR THE 1ST ROUND PLAYOFF GAMES ARE ON SALE 
DAILY AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE, OPEN 9:00-5:00 
FOLLOW THE FALCONS TO PROVIDENCE! 
**"\> 
'A Place 
To Move Together 
OS* South Bvrne Hood. Tctedo.  Ohio 43614   381-1676 
THURSDAY 
MARCH 4th 
Let RENEE'S Prepare you for Spring Break 
Your face is worth 
up to $2oo 
at Pizza Hut 
Show u yont student LD.in4 uvc! 
Anywhere else you're just another      the price of any large pizza, or S1.00 
face in the crowd, but not at 
your participating Pizza Hut* 
restaurant, nay nay! 
Just whip out your 
student I.D. card, and 
we'll knock $2.00 off 
off the price of any medium pizza. 
You can "face off" at Pizza Hut" 
any time. After a game, for lunch or 
dinner... and you 
don't even have to 
be good-looking! 
Offer good at Bowling Green Pizza Hut® Restaurant, 1099 
South Main Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402, (419) 353-5691 
Discbunt applies to regular menu prices only. One discount per person, per visit Not good in conjunction with any other 
discount, coupon or special offer. Offer ends June 13. 1982. 
4 Tkt BC Ne*s March 4. 1982 
Preferred Properties 
835 High St. — Rental Office 
iU/W iL. YU a.~,~,J JJ.M Sr. 




Piedmont - 8th & High St. 
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St. 
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St. 
707 Sixth St. 
Small Bldgs. - Manviile 
(between Sixth & Seventh Sts.) 
Features 
2 Bedroom ■ carpeted and furnished * Gas heat a air 
conditioning - gas cooking (Landlord pays gas) * Laun- 
dry areas m each building * Residents pay only light * 
Lots ol closet space * i H bath. 
Special Features 
All residents wW be granted membership to Health Spa, 
a new facility built in 1981 & features the following: 
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool • Metos 
Sauna * Sun Lamps * Shower Massage * Complete 
Exercise Facilities S Equipment. 
Other Rentals 
Houses, efficiencies, 1 bedrooms 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Taste, smell of city water remains foul 
City residents who think 
the water smells and tastes 
a little odd are not victims 
of their imaginations. 
The water does smell 
and taste foul, water su- 
perintendent Ron Men-ill 
said. 
And, unfortunately, the 
end is nowhere in sight. 
"It's been bothering us 
ever since Christmas,' he 
said. "I'd like to say it'll be 
better, but really I just 
don't know. I can't tell you 
how long. Hopefully, it'll 
be a short time, but it could 
be a month yet, as soon as 
the river clears up. I wish I 





MERRILL SAID he  IS 
unsure how to deal with the 
Eroblem, which is caused 
y a run-off of breaking ice 
and melting snow into the 
Maumee River, and the 
rivers which empty into it. 
The problem generally 
occurs on an annual basis, 
but usually is not so in- 
tense, does not last so long 
and occurs later in the 
year. 
"We're aware that it ex- 
ists. We've been doing dif- 
ferent things to alleviate 
it," Merrill said. "Our si- 
lent partner isn't doing 
much to help us out, and 
that's Mother Nature." 
He added that the source 
of the problem is murky. 
IT COULD BE organic 
compounds, he said. 
To combat this, chlorine 
and other oxidizing ag- 
nents are being mixed with 
the water, he added. 
"Hopefully, that will 
help," he added. "There 
are several different proc- 
esses you can try." 
He said the "abnormal 
winter" has intensified the 
problem. 
"It's just been a little 
more than we usually get," 
he said, adding that it is 
difficult to ensure clear 
water for the 6,000 square 
miles the water treatment 
plant is responsible for. 
One thing that might re- 
duce the problem would be 
to construct a reservoir, 
which cold hold the river's 
overflow, he said. 
HOWEVER, this system 
would not be trouble-free, 
he said, and the construc- 
tion cost would be prohib- 
itive. 
"Initially, it's going to be 
kind of high," he said. 
Director of Public Works 
David Barber said he has 
had estimates on the cost 
of building a reservoir, for 
which the city purchased 
40 acres behind the water 
treatment plant. 
"I have a report that was 
Kut together August, 1978," 
t said, which estimated 
the cost of building a reser- 
voir at $1.3 million. 
He said that cost would 
have increased 25-30 .per- 
cent in the past three 
years. 
However, Barber said 
the city has more pressing 
concerns regarding the 
water than construction of 
a reservoir. 
"WE HAVE MORE im- 
portant needs," he said, 
explaining that the city 
needs to nave capacity to 
store water in town. 
The water is transmitted 
to Bowling Green through 
one 20-inch line from the 
water treatment plant, 
which easily could break, 
depriving the city of its 
water supply, Barber said. 
This happened about 
three years ago, he said, 
and formerly happened 
once or twice a year. 
The city has several par- 
cels of land it could use for 
the construction of storage 
facilities, he said. 
He added that he expects 
the planning, engineering, 
and construction of these 
tanks to be under way by 
summer, 1983. 
Bureau strives to attract visitors to area 
Board of Black Cultural Activities 
presents 
FASHION BLEND   82 
ALL OUT IN STYLE 
and 
CABARET 
featuring Cochise Collier of 
Kent State University 
Friday, March 5,1982 
8:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom 
Tickets $2.50 Sold at the Door 
by Kyle Silvers 
News staff reporter 
Bowling Green may not 
be the tourist capital of the 
Midwest, but a local group 
is trying to lure visitors to 
the city. 
The Convention and Visi- 
tors' Bureau was formed 
about a year ago, in an 
attempt to encourage con- 
ventioners and travelers to 
stay here, consequently 
generating money into the 
local economy. 
Headed since November 
by its affable director, 
Judy Ennis, a former man- 
ager of Macy's, the bureau 
Me s T~ Kng Ot The Hqjnway   Then There She Stood 
i More Ways Then One Shekaig He* Heed 
mt» Has Drinking    DJs Face Turned 
And Sure Has Some Fun A Bnont Shade Of Red 
He Broke His Own Record She Put Out Her Hand 
One Weekend In Fan He Paid Oil The Bel 
Getting Caught Twice By Radar But Gels DonI Give Up. 
Poke* Were On CM XI : jK ■■ ****** H*"*" "•'• 
'fan. 
His Girlfriend Named Cheryl 
Made A Bel She Would Win 
II He Got One More Ticket 
He Would Give Up His P" 
)   It Happened Th.s Writer 
He Did Gel One More 
Guess Who Came Knocking. 
That Night At His Door'' 
mi ■ 
M*e Said They Were Fnends 
Bui On Every Holiday 
IIS Flowers He Sends 
That Was A Give Away 
To The Guys In The House 
Thai Maybe Someday 
Shed Become Varchis Spouse 
He s Now Lavakered 
To This Brown Haired XL 
He Mel Her Last Year 
At A Dell   XI. Tea 
Its Sure AOoul Time 
She a Waited A Year 
To Capture His Love 
AM Now Cafts Him Dear 
VareKs Macnv* 
Is Running Strong Now 
When The Dells Found This Out 
Tlwy AJ Said Oh Wow 
Now We Are Waiting 
For The Next Crucial Slep 
For This Stocky Una Guy 
To Turn Into a Prep 
He Was A High Ranker 
On Fal's Most Whipped List 
This Guys Name Is Hank 
Brands Uke How He Kissed 
This XO Fed For Hen 
Brenda was Swepl OH Her Feet 
4 
the three percent hotel and 
motel tax collected by the 
city's five motels. 
City council uses the rest 
of the money for local im- 
provements, such as street 
signs, she said. 
THE BUREAU'S income 
varies according to the 
monthly amount taken in 
by the motels, she said, 
and "is probably the low- 
est in the state of Ohio." 
The bureau is one of 29 in 
Ohio and 70 in the nation. 
Bureaus in some cities, 
such as Toledo, can collect 
as much as $200,000, by 
charging area banks, res- 
taurants and businesses 
membership fees, she said. 
Membership fees are a 
Stssibility tor Bowling 
reen, Ennis said, but first 
she would like the bureau 
to show the city positive 
results of its labors. 
THE RUREAU also pre- 
sented a proposal to City 
Council to increase its 01 
expen 
percent of the tax, but En- 
erating diture to s 
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nis said an increase is un- 
likely. 
"In most areas, they do 
get a larger percent than 
25 percent," she said. 
It also helps the Univer- 
sity, which often supplies 
conference rooms, she 
said. 
The bureau concentrates 
on conventions, she said. 
"IDEALLY, we'd like to 
attract conventions into 
Bowling Green," she said, 
adding that the bureau 
aims for medium-sized 
conventions. 
About half of the 100 or so 
conventions that annually 
come to the city are Uni- 
versity-related, Ennis 
said. 
But, the bureau also tries 
to appeal to tourists, she 
said. 
"We get a lot of requests 
into the Chamber of Com- 
merce office for just tour- 
ist information," she said. 
"Every day different peo- 
ple contact us." 
"Not many people are 
even aware we have such a 
bureau. Anytime we can 
bring somebody into the. 
city of Bowling Green that 
dollar turns about seven 
times," she said. "It helps 
the economy." 
ENNIS EXPECTS to at- 
tract   people   traveling 
WISHES TO EXTEND X WARM 
THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR COOPERATION AND HELP WITH 
Mardi Gras '82 "Somewhere In Time" 





Holiday Costume Shop 
Chairities Board 
Myles Pizza 
The Clock Restaurant 
Ponderosa Steak House 
Sundance 
The Stable 
The Outpost Western Store 





Nexus Hair Salon 
McDonald's 






... AND ALL THE PEOPLE THAT ATTENDED!! 
IT WAS A HUGE SUCCESS! 
* 
in a steal 
Gallery of Specials 
DrCdKT3SX.I 6am   11 am Daily $ 1.79 
2 eggs, bacon, Hash Browns, Biscuit, coffee 
LUIlCheOnil I - 4pm Monday thru Saturday 
$2.49 Choice of Baked Cod, Sirloin Beef Tips, 
3 pc. Chicken,'l/3lb Chopped Beef served 
with Idaho Baked Potato & Tossed Salad. 
AU-CI-Can Eat Specials: 
Tuesday - Chicken Dinner $3.59 
Wednesday - Fish Dinner $3.79 
Thursday • Shrimp Dinner $5.29 
Weekend Specials: 
Saturday 4-10 pmRibeye Dinner   $3.99 
Sunday 11-9 pm Prime Rib Dinner $4.99 
Dinners include Idaho Baked Potato & Salad Bar 
1726 East Wooster, Bowling Green 
10% Discount With Student Validation Card 
through Bowling Green on 
their way to the World's 
Fair in Knoxville, Tenn., 
this year, she said. 
She added that she has 
been contacted by a senior 
citizens' group from To- 
ronto interested in stop- 
pine in Bowling Green as 
part of an Irish Mystery 
trip. They were attracted 
by the Green in the name, 
she said. 
The bureau often tries to 
secure tours through local 
attractions, such as the 
Wall Street Journal plant 
or the Cain's Potato Chip 
factory, she said. 
The bureau is headed by 
an advisory board com- 
prised of a council mem- 
ber, two motel owners, and 
University director of con- 
ferences and engagements 
Jim Sharp. 
ENNIS' JOB is classified 
as part-time, and she esti- 
mated that it consumes 
about 20-25 hours weekly. 
She signed a yearly con- 
tract, and said she would 
like to continue on as bu- 
reau director. 
"It's got to grow, " she 
said. "It's really challeng- 
ing to be able to see how 
much of an impact you're 
having, perhaps more so! 
than in  any  other busi- 
Ennis added that the bu- 
reau needs volunteers to 
help out the weekend be- 
fore Memorial Day at the 
north and south-bound 
tourist information centers 
on 1-75. 
Volunteers will be asked 
to work three or four-hour 
shifts answering questions, 
she said. 
Anyone interested may 
contact the bureau through 
the Chamber office or call 











FRI & SAT 
8:00& 10:00 PM 
Main Aud. 
$1 w/Student ID 
It Came From 
Outer Space in 3-D 
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Tomorrow! 9:45 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Macv's 
Eleven Hour 
Save 20% and More 
on many items plus special purchases 
Major savings on spring fashions for you and your family. Plus, big savings on items for your home: 
.entertainment, furniture, floor covering and much, much ™™«*' 
save 25% 
Miuat London Fog spring rainwear. Easy care 
poplins with nylon shell linings in several 
spring shades. Several classic and 
fashion stylos for sizes 6-18. 




Entlro stock long gowns. Choose from nylon 
tricot and cotton  polyester blonds in severol 
prints and solid colors. Sizos P-S-M-l. 
Reg. 18.00-35.00. sale 14.40-2t.00 
MltMt Sleepwear (DIM/MS) 
misses 
Junior terry tops 
save 25% 
Long sleeve style with three button 
closure. S-M-L. Several colors. 
Reg   15 00  sal* 11.25 
All Levi's |eans 
save 20% 
Cotton, cotton/polyester denim. 
8-18. 
Reg. 20.00-35.00. sale 16.00-28.00 
Sheeting and twill separates 
save 25% 
Slacks, split skirts, shorts in 
khaki, navy, white, red, more. 3-13. 
Reg. 26.00-30.00. sale 19.S0-22.S0 
Juniors (0635/605/2201 
young collector 
2S% off Aubergine coordinates. Linen-look. 
818. Reg. $40-560, sale $30-$45 
20% and more off cotton sweater*. 
S-M-L. Reg. $25 $34. sole 15.20-23.20 
33% off Westport blouses. Spring 
pastel plaids. Reg. $18. sale $12 
28% off bootneck t-shlrts. Red. 
blue, more. Reg. $14, saletlO 
25% off coordinate groups. Famous makers. 
Reg. $54-5120. sale40.50-*0.00 
Misses (065/173/109/94/60/188/176) 
save 30% 
Levi's bask boot cut jeans for boy*. 
5 pocket style in indigo cotton/polyester 
denim. Sizes 8-14 reg. and slim, 25-30 waist. 
Reg. 15.00-18.00, sale 10.50-12.40 
Boys' 8-20 Bollomi (0677) 
lingerie 
20% off panties. Nylon, cotton. 5-6-7. 
Reg. 1.80-5.60. sale 2.25-7.00 
20% off robes. Terry, travel styles. 
Reg. $26 $49 sale 20.80-37.60 
Lingerie (0442/600/155/764) 
accessories 
20% off handbags. Leather, vinyl, more. 
Reg. $12-5100, sale 9.40-80.00 
20% off Etienne Algner accessories. 
Rog.S20-$135, sale $1.-$100 
— 
targe sizes 
Entire stock pantyhose 
save 20% 
Sheer stretch, ultra stretch, support 
and more styles in basic and fashion 
shades. Reg. 2.25-6.50. sale 1.80-5.20 
Solid, striped t-shlrts 
save 25% 
V-neck*, bootneck* and more in red. 
yellow, jade, rose, white and stripes. 
S-M-L. Reg. $11 $18. sale 9.00-13.50 
Famous maker leant    ' 
save 25% 
From Brittanla. Calvin Klein. Gloria 
Vandorbilt, Sasson. Size*6-16. 
Reg. 21.60-54.00. sale 15.75-40.50 
All reg. priced coordinates 
save 20% 
Ecco. Koret. more. Jacket*, 
blazer*, tops, skirts, slacks, shorts. 
Reg. $20 $80. sale $ 16-564 
14K gold and diamond |ewelry 
save 40% 
Chains, charm*, initial* and pierced 
earring*. Both classic and 
contemporary styles. * 
Reg. $13-5300, sale 7.80-180.00 
Woman's Sportswear (078) Accessories (D49/112/6/629) 
lingerie cNldren's 
save 25% 
Men'* Arrow golf shirt. Cotton  polyester 
blend in red, yellow, navy, white and 
more solid colors. S-M-l-XL. 
Reg. 15.00, sale 11.25 
Men's Knit Sportshirts (027) 
cNldren's 
20% off boys' Healthtex sets. 2-pc 
Reg. 9.50-12.00. sale 7.60-9.60 
20% off boys' fashion |eans. 8-20. 
Reg. $12-$ 14  sole 9.60-11.20 
20% off boys' lightweight outerwear. 
S-XL. Reg. 530. sale 524 
25% off all plush toy*. Snoopy, 
wardrobe. Reg. 3.50-22.00. sale 2.62-16.50 
25% off girl*' 7-14 coordinate*. 
Reg. 8.50-22.50. sole 6.00-16.88 
25% off girl*' 7-14 status denims. 
Reg. 27.00-31.00. sole 20.25-23.25 
Children's (072/74/677/56/37/186/43/8B) 
men's 
20% off fancy sport shirts. Short sleeved. 
Reg. $16-523, sale 12.80-18.40 
20% off patterned dress shirts. 
Reg. 16.00-17.00. sole 12.M-13.60 
20% off all linen, linen-bland ties. 
Reg. 9.00-12.50, sale 7.20-10.00 
20% off all men's sunglasses. 
Reg. 10.00-60.00. sale8.00-48.00 
20%-25% off spring |ockots. coat*. 
Reg. 32 00-60.00  sale 25.60-48.00 
20% off all robe*. pa|amas 
Reg. 18.50-52.00. sale 14.80-41.60 
20% off *lack*. Several styles, color*. 
Reg. 537-534. sale 21.60-27.20 
25% off shirts. Long, short sleeve. 
Reg. $16-522. sale 12.00-16.50 
Young Collector (0667/662/666/661) 
Famous maker daywaar 
save 20% 
Bra*, bikini*, camisoles, full 
and half slips in whita. nude, more. 
Reg. 4.25-21.00. sale 3.40-14.80 
20% off boy*' 4-7 Hoatthtex separates. 
Knit top*, pant*. 
Reg. 5.50-12.75. sale 4.40-10.20 
20% off boys' fancy terry top*. 
Short (leaved. Rag. 516, sale 12.80 
20% off bay*' logging suits. 8-20. 
Reg. 533-532. sala 18.40-25.60 
Poplin dress pants 
sale 19.20 
Reg. 24.00. Tan, navy, grey, wheat 
polyester/cotton. For young men's 
sizes 28-36 waist. 
Men's ■ Young Men's (D39/8/3I/69/102/111/774) 
sorry, no mail a phone orders 
Shop Mocy's in Bowling Green: 
Monday thru Saturday 9:45-9 
Sunday Nopn to 5 p.m. 
Macy'g gives Golden Tokens with $5 purchase. macys 
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Women try to attract administration's attention through program 
by Linda Perez 
News staff reporter 
Not only University students came 
to the Women for Women presenta- 
tion last night against violence toward 
women in American society. 
Women of all ages gathered, form- 
ing two circles, sitting on chairs and 
on the floor in room 405 University 
Hall. Some were mothers of rape 
victims, others had been raped them- 
selves while some were simply cu- 
rious. 
A few men attended the meeting, 
most of whom remained silent. 
Many had been talking and joking 
easily with one another before the 
presentation began. But nearly all 
showed some expressions of anxiety, 
fear and outright anger as members 
of Women for Women read aloud 
experiences of women who had been 
raped, compiled from personal 
sources as well as from letters written 
to Women for Women members and 
from books on rape and violence. 
DURING THE presentation, statis- 
tics were given which indicate one in 
three women will be raped in their 
lifetimes; in the last ten years, the 
number of rapes in the country have 
increased by 100 percent; 50 percent 
of rape victims know their rapists; 47 
percent of all rapes occur in either the 
victim or the rapist's home. 
"But we didn't want to do a pro- 
gram that considered rape inteflec- 
tually; where people would hear it, 
leave, and forget about the whole 
thing," Lisa Syron, a member of 
Women for Women who helped write 
the dramatic reading explained. "We 
wanted to do a program that involved 
more thoughtfulness, more feeling. 
All too often we don't hear the vic- 
tims'stories." 
A similar demonstration was given 
three weeks ago by the group which 
attracted a much smaller crowd. But 
the overwhelming response gener- 
ated by the first demonstration, as 
well as the desire to alert the Univer- 
sity administration about rape 
prompted the second presentation. 
Margaret Weinberger, a member ot 
the Women for Women steering com- 
mittee and director of the Women's 
Center, said. 
"NO MORE RAPE," was chanted 
by all in the room midway through the 
demonstration. 
Many in the audience expressed 
positive reaction to the presentation. 
"The girl I am currently going with 
was raped when she was sixteen," 
explained Reginald Crenshaw, a Ju- 
nior family services major. "I want to 
get an understanding ot the problems 
she is facing. Of course I understand 
that a lot of women would not want to 
talk about being raped with a man. I 
would like to nave seen the other 
session of this meeting; I heard it was 
even more sensitive." 
Gail Knaus, a senior industrial edu- 
cation major, not only called the 
presentation powerful, but suggested 
it should be taped and sent to classes 
and residence halls. 
Faculty advisor for Women for 
Women Judith Treesburg said she 
was outraged that high ranking mem- 
bers of the administration did not 
attend the presentation. Dean of Stu- 
dents Dr. Donald Ragusa was ex- 
pected to attend but did not show. 





214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green 
Phone:352-1195 
SPECIAL RATES 
ON FALL LEASES, 1982 
furnished or unfurnished 
Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-12 • 1-6 
Sal  10-2 
Manufacturer disputes toxic shock suit 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $250 
Furnished; $270 
Landlord Pays All Utilities 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished; $225 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident Pays Electric Lights 
2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $265 
Furnished: $285 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident Pays Electric Lights 
Efficiencies: 
Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished:    $225 
Landlord Pays All Utilities 
Laundry facilities available   • Gas heat 
• Swimming pool   • Party room 
• Game room    • Sauna 
AH Riwdants Are Granted The Prtvttga Of A MsflMoNP To Th» Charrywood HaaW Spa 
DENVER (AP) - Attor- says she suffered mental illness at all. 
neys for the maker of Rely and   physical   disability "This    is   a   normal, 
tampons charged yester- from toxic shock syndrome healthy   young   woman," 
day a young woman who never really contracted the said Procter & Gamble at- 
GAMMA PHI BETA 





















NOW LEASING FOR 1982-83 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
818,624,656,670 Frazee Ave. 
Features: 
2 bedroom furnished apts. 
2 Baths 
1V2 blocks from campus 
$450 per month plus elec. 
MAURER-GREEN RENTALS 
224 E. WOOSTER ST. 
352-0717 
OUTSTANDING PLEDGE   AMY ATWATER 




SAT. MARCH 6,1982 
Northeast Commons 
8-12 p.m. 
ADMISSION $1.00.18 & over 
MUSIC-DOOR PRIZES-SUDS 
torney Tom Calder, point- 
ing to 18-year-old Deletha 
Dawn Lampshire, the 
plaintiff in the first court 
challenge of the tampon 
manufactured by Procter 
& Gamble Co. 
In opening arguments in 
the $25 million damage 
suit, Calder dismissed the 
contention by Lampshire's 
family she had even suf- 
fered from toxic shock syn- 
drome, a rare and 
sometimes deadly disease 
that has been linker! to 
tampon use. 
"Miss Lampshire did not 
have toxic shock in May 
1980 and her illness had 
nothing whatsoever to do 
with the Rely tampon," 
Calder said. He said she 
had suffered from flu at 
the time. 
THE LAMPSHIRE fam- 
ily lawyer, Jon Kidneigh, 
said after opening argu- 
DOOR PRIZES DONATED BY: 
-Kaufmani Omlf4l 
&«  JranLL Sl.J.nl k...   C.nl, 
\ Sponsored by AHA Proceeds Go To 
♦ The American Cancer Society 
>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<! 




Enjoy die sun tnd sandy 
beaches of Fort Lauderdilc, 
Flondi over your Spring 
Break  for just $199 including 
RowMJlrlf)   TrMMpotuMoM   >M  Dtlmxt   Moforcoack 
Daily   aWTrt HMI wNftr as Fort Lino>r*tli 
[WLvir   ActonodanoM   tor   iht    Sagiith  of   yoew 
May   al   the   Fsirwindi   or   coniiaribtr   moid   featuruif, 
A if   CofUtitHMfd  Room* 
Color   TtkyiBon   and  r*honei 
Urge  Hrattd  fiuol  md  Hoi   Tub  Spa 
"CKitktt" AwaUoV tat 
For Reservations and Information call 
Jeff — 354-1644 
Of 
Jonn-352-1617 
CHARGE IT with you 
With a deposit of only 1100.00. you can CHARGE the balance 
on your Blue Keycaid and you won't be billed until March 31. 
1982! Your Blue Keyeard is accepted at Tine Restaurants. 
Nightclubs and merchants throughout Port Lauderdale once 
you get here, and should you need it, you'll be able to get an 
tmefgnty c"h advance at our Fort Lauderdale office. You 
must be a Blur Keyeard member to take advantage of this trip. 
It's easy to get yours today - just pick up an application at any 
of our Bowling Green merchants who accept the card 
, A -illnil   -/ Y/7,r 
W.L 
xppa

















Buy any gold fish bowl 
and the Pet Emporium 
will All It with 
flourish 
Buy A: 
* Small howl and get 1 Hold Fish 
* Med bowl and get 2 Gold Fish 
* Large bowl and get 3 Bold nsh 
* Z Large bowl and get 4 Bold Fish 
This Sale will 
Bowl you Over 
Come anil see our 
other specials 
merits he was not surprised 
by Procter & Gamble's line 
of defense. 
Kidneigh outlined the 
plaintiff's suit which is 
seeking $5 million in com- 
pensatory damages and 
$20 million in exemplary 
damages in the first of 
more than 200 suits against 
the firm. 
In this case, Lampshire 
claims she was stricken by 
toxic shock in May 1960 
and has suffered long-term 
psychological effects as a 
result. She also says that 
the Rely tampon was 
largely to blame. 
"She was what you 
would have called a super 
achiever," said Kidneigh 
of Lampshire prior to her 
illness two years ago. "Be- 
fore, she was going to be an 
international banker," 
Kidneigh said. "Now she is 
flunking remedial math at 
the University of Denver." 
NURSES, GET THE FEVER! 
day* paid vacation par yaar 
_contmutnoaduca- 
^^ aon opportune!** 
guaninlaadoeportunWaa • 
NO LAYOFFS 
look into to* avaMabto opporlunWM •""*•*£'' 
at*N*vy Nwwand daanaraacalng new 
In your protoMtonal and *octo) IN*. Oat yourou**- 
tton* amwend today. Can U.S. Navy, coaact 
CALL JIM GIBSON AT 41 9-352-7236 
CINEMA 18,2 
ENDS TONIGHT 
THURSDAY NIGHT IS 
STUDENT NIGHT >.'.' 





AT 7:30 &' 
9:30 PM 
Atone... Ternfled... Trapped ate an ananat 
Horn she's lighting back with the only 
weapon the haa...HerseaTl 
Seduction^ 
CLA-ZEL G"J6*J ENTERTAINMENT AT A GREAT PRICE' 
■ALL SEATS ANYTIME 
"This school is ourhome, 
we think it's worth defending" 
TAPS ' 
TIMOTHY HUTTON 
GEORGE C. SCOTT 
- 
At 7:30 & 9:45 PM 
LEASING FOR FALL 1982 
FIELD MANOR APTS. 
542-560 FRAZEE AVE. 
FEATURES: 
2 Bedroom furn. apts. 
2 baths 
Close to campus 
BRAND NEW 
9'/2 Mos. $475.00 plus elec. 
12 mos. $425.00 plus elec. 
MAURER-GREEN RENTALS 
224 E. WOOSTER ST. 
352-0717 
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New York freshmen lead Falcon tracksters 
by Jamie Young 
News reporter 
The dynamic duo from 
Gotham City is here in 
Bowling Green, but not to 
fight crime. In fact, they 
are running - for Bowling 
Green's men's indoor 
track team. 
Freshmen Kevin Glover 
and Bobby Workman both 
attended Murry Berg- 
traum High School in lower 
Manhattan, where they 
were track standouts. This 
year, they have made the 
move from practicing on 
the Brooklyn Bridge to 
practicing in the Ice 
Arena. 
BG coach Tom Wright 
said he found out about the 
pair through a brochure 
From the LeMans Track 
Club in New York City. The 
club provides profiles of 
the runners. After review- 
ing the profiles, Wright 
and his coaches sent let- 
ters and literature on the 
University and received 
favorable responses from 
Glover and Workman. 
Many long distance calls 
followed, Wright added. 
"It was a gamble for us, 
never having seen them 
run and just relying on 
biographical sketches. 
Also, they had never seen 
Bowling Green until they 
started school in the fall. 
All trips we planned fell 
througn," Wright said. 
Both Glover and Work- 
man agree that it was also 
a gamble for them. 
''Neither of us had really 
heard of Bowling Green 
before. I'd heard of Dave 
Wottle and (former) Coach 
Mel Brodt but that was 
about it," said Glover, the 
taller of the two at 6-3. 
Workman is 5-9. 
WORKMAN SAID he 
and Glover were looking 
for Division I programs 
where they could a play 
major role and run with 
competitive opponents. 
Among other schools that 
both considered attending 
were Illinois and Georgia. 
Added Glover, ,TWe 
didn't want to just hold 
lights for Herschel Walker 
af Georgia." 
Academics was another 
reason they chose Bowling 
Green. As Glover put it, 
"Track is only four years 
of your life." 
Glover is a theatre ma- 
K; acting in the role of 
renzo in the University's 
production of "The Mer- 
chant of Venice." He was 
also active in theatre in 
New York City, having had 
parts in two off-Broadway 
Elays. His scrapbook can 
e presented in the blink- 
of-an-eye for documenta- 
tion. 
They both agreed that 
they are "in kind of a cul- 
ture shock", although they 
say they are getting ad- justed. 
"The thing about Bowl- 
ing Green is how quiet it is 
on weekends, said 
Glover, who is from the 
Bronx. He and his friends 
used to rent discos and 
throw their own parties. 
Again, he provided quick 
documentation in the form 
of an invitation. 
"IF NOTHING is hap- 
pening in your borough, 
you  move   to   another, 
Workman said. 
They do like Bowling 
Green, though. Things are 
different here, like when 
people say  "hi" to you 
even if they don't know 
you, according to Work- 
man. In New York, people 
are more distant, he said. 
He cited the fact that peo- 
(ile always keep their doors 
ocked in his borough of 
Brooklyn, but here many 
keep them open. 
Workman and Glover 
said they also believe it is 
easier to make friends 
here. The reasoning in 
New York is that the city 
people are your enemy 
first and then your friend, 
but here it's just the oppo- 
site, Workman said. Also, 
Glover was quick to add, 
with a smile, that the girls 
in Bowling Green are 
much nicer and are unique 
compared to those at 
home. 
The nightlife in New 
York City can be danger- 
ous, Workman said. 
"Things   start   getting 
bad at night. You start 
looking out for yourself. 
Don't travel alone and 
don't shine yourself," he 
said. 
"In other words," 
Glover added, "don't go 
walking around like 
Sammy Davis, Jr." 
THE BRONX is burning 
down, Glover said. People 
are burning things down 
out of frustration, he ex- 
plained. 
"You look at people and 
see no happiness in their 
eyes; it's depressing. You 
go into Manhattan to es- 
cape it," Glover continued. 
However, they both 
pointed out that every city 
has its problems and that 
New York has many good 
things in sports and cul- 
ture. Glover lives about ten 
blocks from Yankee Sta- 
dium and a Yankee cap 
adorns his bookshelve. 
Both are big New York 
Knicks' fans. 
To hear them talk of the 
roughness of the city, one 
might expect an equal 
roughness within them. 
But both speak softly and 
articulately and dress 
neatly - Glover to the point 
of wearing slacks, sweater 
and a tie. They also tease 
and clown around with one 
another. 
On the track, Workman 
has done a commendable 
job on the mile relay, 
according to Wright. 
Glover has had nagging 
injuries and the play Keep- 
ing him from competing so 
far, Wright added. 
"They are compatable 
with the team," Wright 
said. "We are really im- 
pressed with them - we like 
what we see." 
Sorenson 
likes Tribe 
TUCSON, Arte. (AP)-As 
pitcher Lary Sorensen 
glances around the club- 
house at his new team- 
mates, he refuses to see a 
sixth-place team - al- 
though that's been the 
Cleveland Indians' niche 
the past four years. 
"I think they've built this 
baUclub the right way," 
said Sorensen, who was 
one of five pitchers ac- 
quired by Cleveland during 
the off-season. 
The right-hander was 
part of a three-team deal 
that saw Indians catcher 
Bo Diaz go to Philadelphia 
for outfielder Lonnie 
Smith, who in turn was 
traded to St. Louis for So- 
rensen and pitcher Silvio 
Martinez. 
"The thing that excites 
me," Sorensen said, "is 
they've done something. 
They're not standing still. 
They've made some 
moves." 
Mac lauds Seaver's skills 
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) -Cin- 
cinnati Reds Manager 
John McNamara thinks 
Tom Seaver's impressive 
pitching record over 15 
years in the major leagues 
has obscured Seaver's 
overall prowess as a bal- 
lplayer. 
"There is no better com- 
plete pitcher than Seaver. 
Besides being one of the 
best fielders,lie is a good 
hitter, an outstanding Dun- 
ter and a complete 
player," McNamara said. 
Club clips 
Bowling Green's wom- 
en's rugby club will hold a 
short organizational meet- 
ing for the spring season 
tonight at at 8:00 p.m. in 
room 116 of the Business 
Administration building. A 
game film will be shown of 
teams from Scotland and 
Wales. 
The team will go into the 
spring season after a 4-2 
fall season. Anyone inter- 
ested is welcome to attend. 
There will be an organi- 
zational meeting for any- 
one interested in playing 
girl's club soccer this 
spring on Wednesday, 
March 10 at 7:30 p.m. in 
room 115 of the Education 
Building. ^_ 
Bowling Green's rifle 
club used their home rifle 
range advantage to edge 
Central Michigan in the 
basement of Hayes Hall, 
1588-1569, last Saturday. 
Leading BG were Mark 
Long (342), Dan Rieder 
(322), Jeff Warden (314). 
John Cummings (307) and 
Art Bradford (303). 
This weekend, BG par- 
ticipates in the Lake Erie 
Intercollegiate Rifle Con- 
ference Finals at Ken- 
tucky. 
"He works at it. He has 
the pride to excel. Seaver 
is one of the hardest work- 
ers I've ever seen." 
McNamara talked as he 
hit ground balls toward the 
mound on one of the four 
diamonds at the Reds' 
spring training complex - 
extra fielding practice that 
Seaver has asked for. 
"This may not seem to 
be a big part of pitching, 
but I'll tell you -1 think he 
has been overlooked as a 
Gold Glove award winner 
throughout his entire ca- 
reer. I don't understand 
why he has never won it." 
McNamara has a suspi- 
cion why the three-time Cy 
Young Award winner has 
been Ignored as a fielder. 
"No question, a reputa- 
tion wins it," he said. 
"Seaver overshadows in so 
many categories, they 
overlook him. 
"There is no one better 
in fielding his position. 
There's no telling how 
many big plays he makes 
that just look routine, that 
no other pitcher can exe- 
cute." 
Seaver sets his own 
workout schedule, driving 
himself harder than most 
pitchers, McNamara said. 
Seaver had initiated the 
extra fielding practice by 
telling McNamara, "ft 
you're not doing anything, 
let's go to work." 
SIDE DOOR ENTERTAINMENT 
 PRFSENTS L 
TONIGHT 
BG   Finest 
LOCAL TALENT 
Liz Sheets 
Julie Dukes & Ron Stevens 








Side Door       Both Shows $1 in the Side Door 
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- Many items In stock 
with special order service 
ft Lavalier jewelry 
;: Recognition buttons 
k Big and Little gifts 
: Special order paddles 
(Discount with purchase of 4 or 
more paddles   from same 
organization) 
••MS: aw I m 1M 
miJWi TKS.aH.naas: IHM 





















by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
prtstnted by the 
Bowling Green State University 
OpemTheater 
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LEASING FOR FALL 1982 
RIDGE MANOR APTS. 
519 Ridge St. 
FEATURES: 
2 bedroom Town Houses 
Completely furnished 
ALL UTILITIES PAID 
$450.00 per month/4 man 
$400.00 per month/3 man 
$375.00 per month/2 man 
MAURER-GREEN 
224 E. WOOSTER 
352-0717 
Congratulates its Mardi Gras '82 
BOOTH WINNERS: 
1st Place: LATIN STUDENT UNION 
2nd Place: FOUNDERS HALL COUNCIL 
3rd Place: RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
Good Job To All Those Who Participated! 
$1207.00 From   Mardi Gras '82 
was given to Chairities Board!! 
THANK YOU TO OUR JUDGES: Gregg DeCrane, 
Mrs. Lenhart, Marilyn Gwiewant, 








National Representative of NBIPP 
Friday, March 5,1982 
Where: Amani 
Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by BSU and NBIPP Bowling Green 
on 
Rolling Rock 
ALL NIGHT - ALL WEEK 
March 2 - March 6 
Remember Fridays Happy Hours 
Hot Dogs 4-8 
EXERCISE YOUR 
RIGHT-TO-READ 
20% OFF PAPERBACKS & JUVENILE 
BOOKS 
THURS. & FRI. - MARCH 4TH & 5TH 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
MON. - FRI. 
9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
IN OBSERVANCE OF RIGHT-TO-READ WEEK 
« Tb* «, News March 4. I9»2 
Sports 
Lenhart to key tankers'title quest 
photo by Ron Haglar 
Bowling Green swimming coach Ron Zwierlein watches an unidenti- 
fied  diver preparing  for this weekend's Mid-American  Conference 
championships, which run today through Saturday at Cooper Pool. 
classifieds. 
by Keith Walther 
News staff reporter 
Psychologically, the home pool ad- 
vantage for this weekend s Mid- 
American Conference Men's Swim- 
ming and Diving Campionships at 
Cooper Pool could help Bowling 
Green surpass their fifth place fin- 
ishes of the last two years. 
Realistically, a strong performance 
by Matt Lenhart may better serve the 
purpose. 
Lenhart, perhaps the Falcon's best 
swimmer and undoubtedly their best 
freestyler, is looking to win his events 
(the 100 and 200-yard freestyles) and 
Siualify for the NCAA championships 
or the first time. His being successful just may render his team their best 
finish ever in the MAC. 
"Matt's doing well will do two 
things for the rest of the team," head 
coach Ron Zwierlein said. "Number 
one, it will obviously better the team's 
score. Number two, the rest of the 
team tends to look to the team's top 
performers to set the pace. If they are 
doing well, then the rest of the team 
gets on the bandwagon." 
Lenhart is one of these top perform- 
ers. His talents speak for themselves. 
"There are only a couple swimmers 
in his events that are equal to him," 
Zwierlein said. " Matt is physically 
and mentally ready for this meet. He 
is at home, relaxed, and has been 
through this before. He could have his 
best tunes this weekend." 
LENHART, BEING A native of 
nearby Portage, Ohio, has been swim- 
ming at the $9.35 million Student 
Recreation Center's Cooper Pool 
since his high school days. This in 
itself promotes a psychological edge 
for the junior. However, aad the fact 
that he won both the 100 and 200- 
freestyle events earlier this season at 
home against his toughest competi- ■ tion, and he may have an insurmoun- 
table edge in his favor. 
" Eastern Michigan will again be 
the team to beat," Lenhart said. "And 
for me, Eastern's freestylers (John 
Milner and Scott Tyler) are my tough- 
est competition. Last time they were 
here, I beat them. So, that just may be 
on their minds when they hit the 
water. That's definently an advan- 
tage for me, but it's hard to tell just 
how much of one." 
The physical tapering and shaving 
(the shaving of body hair to promote 
better resiliency through the water) is 
done. Now the mental preparation is 
begun for what is to be the biggest 
meet of the year. 
For a swimmer in the meet, you 
might expect Lenahrt to be nervously 
awaiting the moment when he takes 
to the blocks. Yet, the mood is one of 
relaxation. 
"We're all physically ready. Now 
it's just getting mentally ready." Len- 
hart said. "I think about the race in 
my mind (which I never lose). And I 
listen to music a lot and generally iust 
try to relax. I'm pretty confident 
going in. (Coach Zwierlein) has really 
had us on a good program this year, 
so we're all set to go." 
As the meet approached, Lenhart 
put aside talk of qualifying for nation- 
als. 
"It's realistic to think about it," he 
said. "But right now I just want to 
concentrate on the team doing well 
and me, as an individual doing well, 
because last year's championships 
was not a real good meet for me 
(Lenhart finished second in the 100- 
freestyle and third in the 200)." 
LENHART FEELS the team can 
move up this year to possibly second 
or third. However, he is realistic 
about the chances of BG taking the 
title. 
"This is the best team I've been on 
since I've been here," he said. " But 
Eastern has a lot of depth and are 
really a strong swim team. But you 
never know in a championship meet. 
Like we say around the conference, 
'it's never over til it's over'." 
Lenhart, who holds the school re- 
cords in both the 100 and 200, is 
relatively sure that there will be a lot 
of new conference records set this 
weekend. However, the possibility of 
a new record will not force a change 
in the way Lenahrt will swim his race. 
"I swim most of my races the same 
way everytime. Once I'm in the water 
I don't think so much about strokes as 
I do about my turns - they are really 
important. I know where I should be 
at any given time in the race. I go 
through sort of a checklist while I'm 
swimming to make sure. 
"But you know, when I take the turn 
for the last lap, I take a peek to see 
where everyone is (even though 
you're not supposed to), and then I 
just go for it. 
leers CCHA title chase 
had decisive moments 
Bowling Green's hockey team last 
weekend clinched the regular-season 
championship of the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association, 
marking the miraculous end to the 
first leg of a three-part journey. 
While the Falcons now must face 
the two most important parts of the journey (the CCJIA and, hopefully, 
the NCAA tournaments), they can 
now look back at that first leg with 
pride, as a few decisive moments and 
decisions turned BG from a last-place 
team (Nov. 7) to the regular-season 
champion (Feb. 27): 
• Oct. 13, versus Michigan- 
Dearborn. One of the most important 
moves by Falcon coach Jerry York 
first appeared in this exhibition 
game. That was Brian MacLellan's 
appearance as a regular defenseman. 
Although a knee injury in the season's 
first contest, against North Dakota, 
nearly cost BG MacLellan's services 
for the season, he has proven himself 
as an NHL-caliber defenseman, and a 
strong candidate for all-American. 
• Nov. 6, versus Michigan Tech. For 
the first time, York gave a regular 
shift to the line of Nick Bandescu, 
George Roll and Andre Latreille. 
They responded by producing three of 
BG's five goals in a 5-5 tie. Since then, 
they have proven to be one of BG's 
most consistent line, both offensively 
and defensively. 
• Nov. 13, versus Lake Superior. 
For the first time, BG is victorious, as 
Latreille and goaltender Mike David 
turn strong performances in an 8-2 
win. From this point, the Falcons win 
15 of their next 16 games. 
• Nov. 14, versus Lake Superior. 
For the first time, York has David 
start the second night of the series, 
and David responds with another 
solid performance as BG downs the 
Lakers, 5-2. This contest also marked 
the first game in which George 
McPhee, Brian Hills and Peter Wilson 
skated together as a cohesive line, 
and each one of those three would be 
named CCHA Player-of-the-Week 
within the next eight weeks. 
• Nov. 21, versus Western Michigan. 
After trying to re-adjust for three 
weeks to playing forward, after 
spending the end of last season and 
the beginning of this season at 
defenseman, Dave O'Brian breaks 




two goals and an assist, as York 
forms the line of O'Brian, Dan Kane, 
and Perry Braun. O'Brian has since 
been one of BG's top goal scorers, 
including his two-goal performance in 
the title-clinching victory over 
Michigan. 
• Dec. 19, versus Miami. The 
Falcons complete a sweep over the 
Redskins, 1(W and 7-2, to move into 
10th place in the national rankings. 
• Jan. 9, versus Northern Michigan. 
Peter Wilson scores on a 50-foot 
slapshot with just over 30 seconds 
remaining in the contest to give BG a 
IM victory over the fourth-ranked 
team in the nation. This gave BG sole 
possession of first place in the CCHA, 
marking the first time the Falcons 
had held that position in nearly three 
years, and they would never 
relinquish it. BG also moved into 
fourth-place nationally. 
• Jan. 15, versus Ferris State. The 
Falcons drew their first 3,000-plus 
crowd at the Ice Arena, a trend that 
would continue through most of the 
remainder of the season. BG responds 
with a 10-4 victory over the Bulldogs. 
• Feb. 13, versus Ohio State. BG 
responds to a fr-5 loss the previous 
night to blank the Buckeyes, 6-0, to 
clinch a home berth in the CCHA 
playoffs. David turned in his first 
career shutout in the contest, 
beginning his current streak in which 
hehas given up just nine goals in five 
games. 
• Feb. 22, Notre Dame versus 
Michigan State. After BG's 2-1 
overtime loss to Miami, the Spartans 
had an opportunity to take over first 
place with just two games remaining. 
But the Irish used the home-ice 
advantage in pulling out a 3-2 upset, to 
keep the Falcons atop the CCHA. 
• Feb. 27, versus Michigan. Hills 
scored on a breakaway in the third 
period, and Latreille added a big 
insurance goal, as the Falcons 
clinched the regular-season title 
outright. 
CAMPUSJCITY EVENTS 
Good Morning   March 
LOST ANO FOUND 
Check Campus Safety & Security lor your 
loal items  
Ogrtal *«cri louno oy McFMl Center   Cad 
Janol 2 3034  
FOUND HALE QREYIBLACK T1GER- 
STRIPEO   CAT     VICINITY   OF   3RD   AND 
H*OH. CAtumosi.  
FOUND     RACQUETBAil   RACQUET    ft 
MCDONALD PARKING LOT ON 2 to 82 
CALL; ion  
Loot M Dkie star saprwe ring 2 25 82 
near Rec   Center   REWARD1 Please CM 
352-2266 or 352-1652  
FOONO-1 pa* of mans glasses Tuesday 
morrsng «*i Manna Hall Cal 3rV 4054 lo 
tfaaflrf 
Fla BOUND* Rid* ottered to Stuart. Fie. 
Call Linda/Laurie 352-9261 or Anne 352 
4*87 attar 10:00 p.m.  
HtOE NEEDED FOR TWO-OAYTONA 
BEACH CAN LEAVE FRl MAR 19 FROM 
BG WILL HI TURN WHENEVER—TOM 2 
4047 
RIDE  WANTED  SPR  BREAK 
10 AND FROM DALLAS   LV  MAR   1819 
RETURN MAR 29 30 PH 363 1891 
RIDE   NEEDED    TO   DENVER BOULDER 
AREA FOR SPRING BREAK   TIME ANO 
OATE OPEN   CALL MARK AT 353 1321 
Free gynecological health care lor one year 
New Study compares Diaphragm «"tn Con 
rraceotrve Sponge Former or current dia- 
phragm users encouraged lo rOMV Need 
more information' Cad Jenny or Kale 243 
3179 Toledo MeOcW Services 
ride to Ft   Myers Beach 





9 00 AM      10 00 PM 
1-400-4 38-8039 
PREGNANT OR LATE' 
FREE   CONFIDENTIAL TESTS 
CALL 1  419241 9131  ANYTIME 
HEARTBEAT OF TOLEDO 
JCKER^TVPir+G^DrofeTatonal 'aeeone- 
trie tui t*ne typmg sennce Nancy 352 
0809 
A lonely guy la Interested In meeting an 
attractive female under 5' 10" 130 lbs. N 
Interested, please call 357-32*2 morn- 
Wigs or any time Friday.  
ATO PLEDGE CLASS SUB ME QUICK 
RAFFLE THREE WINNERS EACH WILL 
GET A 2 FOOT SUB SO* PER TICKET 
DRAWING     ON    MARCH     11      AT    ATO 
HOUSE  
ATTENTION OOO-LOVERS"! TWO DOG 
NIGHT AT SAM 8 S EVERY THURSDAY. 9 
P.M.   —   MIDNIGHT    2   HOT   DOGS  FOR 
ONLY 9f  
At the Arrangement we have a lot of new 
spnng styles lor you Come *> and tat* to 
one of our designers today   352-4101 or 
362-4143  
Cherrywood HeeHh SPA 836 Htgh St Ph 
352-9376 New Hours-Mon thru Fn ft 
am 10 p m . Sal 1 i a m ; 4 p.m . Sun 
14pm New Locanon New Ownership 
New Management Guaranteed Mem 
bet ship 
CMK) ACTIVATION IS COMING 
GET PSYCHED NEOPHYTES. 
LOVE. THE ACTIVES.  
OWDI HOLUNGSHEAD 
TWO WEEKENOS   TWO FORMALS 
BOTH WERE UNIQUE ANO GREAT 
LET S GET TOGETHER TONIGHT 
P S   TWO WEEKS UNTIL WE HIT 
THE BEACHES IN FLORIDA AND 
BAHAMAS SO GET PS'CHED 
MARC 
Cmdy Berry Good rob on the n 
dahons for the leadership conference   Wo 
knew you d do a good rob1 Love your Alpha 
Xi Skiers  
CREAM CHEESE FILLED 
CHOCOLATE CUPCAKES 
IN THE NEST 
CuslomUed T-Shkts 8 Jerseys 
Low Cost Fast Detvery for 
your group or or garwaeon 
 Call Tim 3S3-70I1  
DeUa Gamma CATCH A WAVE March G 
DefM Gamma CATCH A WAVE March 8 
Dew Gamma, CATCH A WAVE   March 6 
ERIKA I WAS REALLY GLAD YOU ASKED 
ME TO BE YOUR BK3 SIS GOOO LUCK 
WITH FUDGING ANO HAVE A GOOO 
TIME SATURDAY SHELU 
Pendleton Mgt. Co. 
New Location 
853 Napoleon Apt #5 
Still have some great apartments available 
for Spring or Fall 
Village Green Luther       Forest Apartments 










GSS Programming Committee 
pni « i mtrrm»«i n rtTtvrrrnvrtTfrrn\ 
12 Hour Party 
at Charlie's Blind Pig 
Saturday March 6 
from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
c Lots of Music 
is Free Munchies 
S Drink Specials 
is Lots of fun for everyone 
£*#  *J*rv t art if  la  yrl yooii l*ali 
9JJLA am JUUU 
SPECIAL SUMMER 
RATES 
(furnished 2 bedroom) 
• HAVEN HOUSE    • PIEDMONT 
only $500.00 for the    on|y $400.00 for the 
entire summer entire surnmer 
Houses, Efficiencies, & Rooms 
CALL 352-9378 
Rental Office Located At The 
New Cherrywood Health Spa 
Flonds-bound Pikes Mark Leroy & Dave 
0*1 psycfWM for your spring break road trio 
Sunny skies sandy beeches and lots of fun 
s laughs await us The countdown begins 
Love  Kerry   
FORT LAUOEROALE OVER BREAK' 
ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION. DC- 
LUXE HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS AND 
DAILY BUFFET MEALS FOR $'99 00 
WITH $100 DO OEPOSIT. YOU CAN 
CHARGE THE BALANCE ON YOUR BLUE 
KEYCARO. AND BE BILLED MARCH 31 
IBM    CALL   JEFF   354  1844   or   JOHN 
352 2684  
Freeing   feeling cold   come and get 
warm' Free coffee and COOK**    1 30 ■ 
4 00   16 Wasems Hen  
GINA THANK FOR ASKING ME TO BE 
YOUR BIG SIS GOOD LUCK WITH PLEDG 
*NG   LOVE. PEANUT  
IRISH FUNG IRISH FUNG IRISH FUNG 
IRISH FUNG IRISH FUNG IRISH FUNG 
IRISH FUNG IRISH FUNG IRISH FUNG 
GET LUCKY ON SATURDAY MARCH 6 
June-CongratuSibons on being elected 
Wayne Corv.n* MSisUnf and good Kick m 
DUes You're a great tKXisemom'Love, the 
Alpha Xis  
KsMN*. Yew are a very special Mend end . 
a great Ug. Thank you lor meting my 
ecthetkm so spedeH You're the beet. 
Lose your U'l Pagpy.  
KEESTER 
ANOTHER YEAR AS THE #1 
DIVER IN THE MAC—GOOO LUCK 
THIS WEEK ANO AT ZONES ' 
 OUNOERMAN 
Keesler Good luck m MAC* even Ihough 
ft *« be old hat but made sure you bring 
home some more plaques The roommates 
IBecky. Camy   Sherry   Poloctf   Brent) 
UI Jenny Dews Carnations are pmk 
The rnoon s glow is blue 
Now you're en active 
Goo Phoo Boo' See you at chapter1 
Love Shem  
UNOA THANKS FOR ASKING ME TO BE 
YOUR BIG SIS GOOO LUCK WITH PLEDG 
(NG   HOPE   YOU  HAVE  A  GREAT  TIME 
SHEUJ  
MK GONUA MISS YOU THIS WEEKEND 
BRING BACK SHRIMP AND WE LL HAVE A 
CANDLELIGHT DINNER a « LOVE  UTTLE 
LUNGS  
PASTEL SWEATSUITS ANO MATCHING 
■ANOANAS    ARC    IN    AT    JEANS-N- 
TlfaNOS. $11 RIOQE STREET  
PI KAPPA PHIS—"P U.S.H     PROJECT   is 
corrang April 7 and 8   at the Union Oval 
Come watch m    »hee»r>g and dosing1" 
RHO CHI INFORMATION 
 NIGHT IS COMINO"  
SAE 5 THE CrIOS ARE WARMING UP 
FOR TMURSOAV NKJHT GET P8Y- 
CHED* LOVE. THE CHIOS  
SerWary Dry CtssWg 
Serves ■ eaaCli at JCANS-N-THNGS 
 MlflfdrjeSi  
TEA2ER CLEAVAGE PATTlE JOHANNU 
SUSAN PAULA A K C DANI. KATHY 
AND ESPECIALLY SANDY AND TOM- 
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING YOU GUYS 
ARE THE GREATEST LOVE KENT 
Theemg ft Wsshbush Oo you want to go 
wrlh me lo a super fun party thm weekend? 
P S I got a okie" Eimos 
TO MY NEW UTTLE TERRY 
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY   VOU 
MAKE ME PROUD   BIG CHRIS 
WHEN   YOU'RE   OUT   Of   FOOD   COU 
PONS. YOU'RE NOT OUT OF SPAGHETTI1 
THE GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DINNER- 
MARCH  UTH   LOOK  FOR IT-  
WOULD YOU UKE A POOL IN YOUR 
BACKYARD FOR SPRING QUARTER?F 
rmle needed spr Cheap Free membership 
to hearth spa Csi 352-6406  
WANTED 
He* trie's hues* and bueeM got you down' 
Come mto the Arrangement to alow down 
and relax wrlh a protMBfOnsf manicure end 
pedKure CaC now 3j52 4101 or 352 
4143 
TAKE A BREAK FROM CLASSES COME 
TO THE COfFEE HOURS FRIDAY 1 30- 
4,00 WS A   16 WHJJAMS HALL 
Tan without the sunl We nave mproved our 
booths w-m UVA bufoe for a deeper tan 
Haw Urwmrled 143 W Wooster 353- 
3261  
THE MOWN OUT IS COMING 
MARCH IS - YOU CAM HELP 
ATTENTION 1 F RMTE NEEDED NOW 
ONLY 196 75 MO PLEASE CALL JAMIE 
352 89V5 _^___ 
1 F rmle. needed to share nrce apl on 5th 
A S   Cotege for 62/83 school year   Cal 
either 362 7269 or 352 4491  
F student rteeded to td house nee/ cam- 
pus   Lsasee wsi accept reasonable rani 
offer Ph 352-7365  
M. RMTE. NEEDED FOR SPR. 
FURNISHED. S10t*MO 
 CALL 3»2-f»Hs  
M    rmte    needed   Spr    QV    Fum     AC 
S96.mo Oraduehng CaH354lB84 
WANTED I « 1 Fl TO MRUS. A 4- 
PERSON APT. FOR SPR.  OTA   CAMPUS 
MANOR    APTSJMHT    ACROSS    FROM 
CAMPUS. CALL W3-4O05. '_ 
Wanted i F rmte wtr & spr Qtrs Brand 
new fum   apt    1   bit horn campus   CaS 
evoranga LeeMe 362-2443  
WANTED: 1 F. RMTE. TO 
SUBLEASE APT. ON 7TH ST. SPR. OTR. 
CALL CAROL AT M2<tW. 
wanted   i M   to share apt   spr   qtr Beat 
oner .garage, ac   702 4thSi Apt C Cal 
Tti 354  1400  
M rmte needed 82 S3 The Brentwood - 
6th Si   $115 Mo   plus uM Cal Joe 372 
1466 Of Ed 372 1939  
1 F rmte needed Close to campus 
Si37 SOperson plus electricity Cal 364 
1923. rf no anewer leave message at 372- 
2031  
NEED: I F. RMTE. FOR 
SPR. OTR. OWN ROOM. I12SAYJO. 
 CALL 1J4-IMT  
2 F    needed  10 Share Haven  House Apt 
1962 83 school year Contact rmmarJMSSfy 
Joan 364 1734 or Set, 363-4566 
Rorjmrnafe wanted   own bdrm   Ooee to 
Campus   Al met   S137 50 Phone   Gerd 
364 1466 or 2 0266  
I OR 2 MALE RMTES 
NEEDED SPR OTR 
 TIM OH STEVE   353 7Q11 
P. rmte   needed fer Spr. at iMvereMy 
VMeee. (RENT VERY NEGOTIABLE) CeM 
3S2+IH. 
WANTED   2 F   rmtos   for 62-63 school 
year Rent SS40 per person par aemealar 
Close to campus CM Jentoe 362-9195* 
M -mta needed. Pay m rani (SS3.U) 
a*us ITS electrtc b«. toMet M June MM! 
    CaWM 7-8474  
Nee apartment onry $300 tor apr qtr 
Desperately need a roommeJe' Ctose to 
campua Cal 352 7601 ^^^ 
Wanted 2F rmtes tor 82-63 school year 
Cat ahere Ctndl362-2l30  
WANTED: M. RMTE  FOR SPR. OTR 
OWN BORM-. IIOO/MO PLUS UTIl 
■18 7TH ST   APT   13, 352-7489 
1 F rmte lor spr qtr t bfk from campus 
Cow tent AC Owmbdrm Cal 352 5641 
WANTED    FEMALE   BABYSITTER    Cal 
352 4568  
ATTENTION: APT. AVAIL. SPR OTR. 
ACROSS FROM THE WINDMU.L1 
M. OR F UTH,. WCL. CABLE TV 
 352-4400  
Two F rmtes needed for summer Qtr 
Eicefrent locaton Reduced rent plus 1/5 
ulikeea CM 352 2639  
RMTE   NEEDED>SPR OTR 
720 MANV1LLE. HOUSE 352 2486 
CONTACT JfMMETZOER 
7 Rm   fum   house   2 bfks   from campus 
area WM kept. eorntortatMe. prrvele Land- 
lord pay* lor heal  AvM   summer or IM  CM 
attar 5pm 352 1279  
1 M non-smoker needed lor quret apt t 
bfk   from campus   Spr   Qtr   $336   352- 
8111  
1 M rmle for Spring Quarter 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
Please phone 3S3-3066  
Apartments and Houses 
FM 4 Summer RenlaH 
Near Campus 352 7366 
APTS    FURN    SUMMER 8 FALL 
UTIL INCLUDED 2 BLKS WEST OF 
ADMIN   BLDG   352 7756 
Apt avM now 1 or 2 F within house UK 
»-tcl weshersdryer modern kitchen lac* 
aes IF $140 mo or 5* 00 mo each for 
2 No lease 335 Derby Si Off 7th St alter 
?P"  
Apt lor auOleeae Wtr 1 Spr Olrs Brand 
new rurmened 1 bdrm 1 bfk horn campus 
CMevemngs 362 2443 
Campus Manor Now Rentjng for summer 
Special summer rates   AC 352 9302 or 
352-7366 evervngs  




Alter ;ounilng Majors: Cooper Tire 
and Rubber Company of Fnrjtay Ohio, re 
looking lor a senior to work m their Cor- 
porate Accountng Office Summer quarter 
and <M semester of 196? To rjuaefy you 
should have a GP A ol 3 0 and above 
have senior standing by the end ot sprig 
quarter and be rteresled m Corporals 
Acr»untang    CM   Coop Otfice   at   372- 
2461  
CLEVELAND SUMMER JOBS $4 $10 
PER HOUR COLLEGE PA8MTERS. INC 
HAS OVER 70 POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN 
EXTERIOR HOUSE PAWTTNG INTERVIEW 
SESSIONS SATURDAYS MARCH 20. 27 4 
APRIL 3 AT 4973 BRAWARO RD 
ORANGE VILLAGE. OHIO 44022 (216) 
349 1949 CALL OR WRITE FOR APPU 
CATIONS OR APPOINTMENTS  
Festival neede Aaal to Bur Manege. 
Communication Aaat.. Aaat House Man 
apar. Two Bos Office Aasts Frve Scene 
Shop and Lighting Aaats. Two Production 
Asets SmM stipends are avertable Apply 
by March 16 CM Co-op Oft.ce at 372 
2451 
Medical Examnar or MarJtoaJ FkMd Major 
needed m Bowang Green area to do Mooea 
insurance Eiams Car necessary Send 
resume to I SpmooM 211 E Chrcago ■ 
60611  
Amateur magK*n that can do lampfe tricks 
For more ado CM 372 3206 or 372 
2750   aaklorPS 
FOR SALE 
4 Safe' Leaving U S Ponaac G Pr» 1972 
$390 81 ratko.lurntaoki'8-track $50 
bast SIS   Phone Gard 364 1466 or 2 
0258  
For Sale-Blue 72 Vofcewegon Square beck 
sedan some rust Good rerx* engine, new 
brakes and dutch $1.000 or beat otter 
362 6854 Mark 
I 9«8 Mercury Wagon Just tuned No ruat 
(horn Florida) $600 CM Burl 2-3946. 
FOR PALL: 2 bdrm turn apt* 631 7th St 
Tenant pays onfy electricity   9 mo   tease 
CM John Neerteve Heal EatMa 3S2-M51 
Fum 8 unfum apts aval 3rd $ *tn Sis 
Summer spacM rales $400 Also leasing 
for    1962-63   school   year    352 4360 
10 30    2 30 Sun    Thurs  
New two-men fum efficiencies All u« 
pert Heated pool, color TV mbded 
$720 semesier   Double occupancies   Ph 
352 9302 or 352 7365  
NEW 1 or 2 man turn etfic AJ utl pd pfua 
heeled pool color TV cable TV 4 phone 
S32QVmo 'dbf S300'mo snots for a se- 
mesier lease Rental rales also avasSbre for 
longer term leases   Ph   352 9302 (12-4 
weekdays) or 352-7365 anvWiva  
NOW LEASING 1982 1963 School year 
Bogga Real Estate 303 1 2 S Men 352- 
9457 or 352 3841 
House near Unrversrry 3-4 people wanted 
AvM June 2 students lor garage apt F or 
M   CM 669 2468 afler 6 00 p m   Keep 
"I*1?""  
ROCK   LEDGE   MANOR   Large,   turn    2 
bdrm kwury apts 2 luH baths dishwasher. 
AX. cable vavon   extra closet 8 storage 
space, laundry tacabes. and storage cages 
AJ uN fum except etec   Now leasng lor 
summer I IM   850 Sixth Si al S Cotege 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 
303 1 2 S MAM ST 
352 9457. 352 3641 
 OFFICE HOURS   1 1  3  
1 BDRM APT FOR RENT 
SPR  OTR  FURN 
CALL 352-7645 
FOR RENT 1 or 2 bdrm apts lor 82-83 
school yr Across from campus BuM m 
1961   Energy efficient Located at 517 E 
Rdad CM 352 5504  
814 SIXTH »T. APTS. 2 bdrm. fully turn 
AC. 
CeM 112-4968 after 4 | lit. 
ACROSS FROM FOUNOERS 
1 BDRM FURN AVAR. SPtl OTR 
8220 MO PLUS DEPOSIT   362-4131 
1 bdrm apt urwurn —you pay uM One yr 
ksaae DepoM regueed SIBO'mo CM 
John at 352 2764  
2 sno 3 bedroom apts tor aummer and fM 
ksaerng No pets Phone 362 2073 
BRAND NEW 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS APT FOB RENT 
SPR QTR PH 362-1230 
Rent seo.'mo anduMAes SSOvmo HM« 
takes to have your own bdrm   M a greet 
house CM Cathy at 362 0522.  
2 bdrm apt for 1982 63 school year CM 
12673341  
2 bdrm fum apt lor FM 1962 CM 362 
2663 70S Seventh St 
..::; 
Q ' 1 




The finest selection of 
Mens and Ladies traditional 
clothing and sportswear 
for spring 1982 
Quality and Personel Attention 
It isn't more expensive, 
It Just Looks That Way 
We invite comparison! 
Uta llabg'H Stueebs 
101 N. MAIN 352-0204 
Billboard 
Singles 
1."Centerfold," J. Geijs Band 
2."Open Arms," Journey 
3."l Love Rock 'n' Roll," Joan Jett & The 
Blackhearts 
4."Shake It Up," The Cars 
5."That Girl," Stevie Wonder 
6."Sweet Dreams," Air Supply 
7."I Cant Go for That," Hall & Oates 
8."Mirror Mirror," Diana Ross 
9."Leader of the Band," Dan Fogelberg 
lO.'Take it  Easy on Me," Little River 
Band 
TOP LPs 
1."Beauty and the Beat," The Go-Go's 
2."Escape," Journey 
3."Freeze-Frame," J. Geils Band 
4."4," Foreigner 
5."l Love Rock 'n' Roll," Joan Jett & The 
Blackhearts 
6."Ghost in the Machine," The Police 
7."Hooked on Classics," Royal Philhar- 
monic Orchestra 
8."Quarterflash," Quarterflash 
9."Private   Eyes,"   Daryl   Hall   &   John 
Oates 
107'Physical," Olivia Newton-John 
COUNTRY SINGLES 
1."You're the Best Break This Old Heart 
Ever Had," Ed Bruce 
2."Blue Moon with Heartache," Rosanne 
Cash 
3."Mountain of Love," Charley Pride 
4."Do Me With Love," Janie Fricka 
5."She Left Love All Over Me," Razzy 
Bailey 
6."Bobbie Sue," Oak Ridge Boys 
7."The Very Best Is You," Charly McClain 
8."Big City," Merle Haggard 
9."The Clown," Conway Twitty 
lO.'Another    Sleepless    Night."    Anne 
Murray 
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS 
Why not taka tha opportunity to ttudy in London? 
A wide range of subfacts and courses it available in Central London lor 
nudanu of tha social sciences 
Junior vaar Postgraduate Dipfomai 
One-year Matter's degrees Research 
Subjects include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthro 
pologv, Buunets Studios, Econometrics, Economic*, Economic History 
Geography, Government, Industrial Relations, International History 
international Relations, Law, Management Science, Operational Re 
jearch. Philosophy, Politics, Population Studies, Social Administration 
Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Methema 
tical Sciences. 
Application blanks from: 
AaVmiaaiona Directorate, L.S.E., Houghton Street 
London WC2A 2A£, Eisataaaa 
Pleaae state whether junior year or eweteaeduete. 
—n- 
I FOR THE WEATHER OR WHATEVER. 




24-hour rooordod m egos koop you up-tc-dale 
on Michigan arvow condliiona. 
800-248-5700 
Out IratraH ipacialiits will glva you all 
you nawd lo know about all thors is lo ski 
and do in Michigan. 
Call batwaan S a.m. and S p.m. E.8.T., 
Monday through Friday 





I   f\[I    D P C f\ • the rock n' roll 
LdV/vl    IV EL Cd \J • legend  returns 
Lou Reed is a man who has 
never been afraid to face the 
darker side of himself. 
As the leader of the seminal 
band The Velvet Underground 
in the late Sixties, he explored 
the themes of death, almost 
hopeless drug addiction and 
perversity. 
At that time, he could not 
have been m6re at odds with 
what was happening in popular 
music. When The Velvets 
released their first album in 
1967, The world was singing 
"All You Need, Is Love" and was 
first discovering the textured 
beauty of The Beatles's "Sgt. 
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club 
Band." 
The Velvet Underground and 
Reed in particular first became 
noticed when they provided the 
music for Andy Warhol's multi- 
media show. The Exploding 
Plastic Inevitable. The reviews 
of the show described it as a 
"brutal attack on the senses." 
THE VELVETS turned out 
several more albums, and as 
time went on Reed exerted 
more and more influence on 
the band's sound. 
Reed was a man of masks. 
He took on characters no one 
else could or would handle, 
characters such as junkies and 
transvestites. Yet no matter 
how dark the songs became, 
there was also a glimmer of 
hope for love or redemption. 
Reed lost the ability to go 
beyond his own personality 
later in his career. Happily, his 
latest recorded effort, "The 
Blue Mask," finds him again at 
the peak of his powers. 
Reed's career first began to 
go bad in 1970, when he 
abruptly quit The Velvet 
Underground, effectively 
breaking the band up; soon 
afterward, he went off to 
England for two years. 
Reed's next albums were 
some of his best and some of 
his worst. "Berlin" was full of 
insights into love most people 
did not want to hear. "Sally 
Can't Dance" was accessible 
and popular. 
Reed had also stopped 
playing guitar on his own 
albums at this time. A gifted 
and imaginative player, he 
began to employ the services of 
studio musicians. Their playing 
was cold and efficient, a far cry 
from Reed's passionate solos 
with The Velvets. His music 
alternately became closely 
personal and sentimental or 
totally irrelevant. 
But rebellion was brewing, 
and in 1977 the new wave 
broke. The punk rockers were 
clearly the Velvet's children. 
The punks, however, 
asserted that life was 
meaningless and love a bad 
joke. Reed on the other hand, 
had always left hope for a 
better future. Reed's songs had 
always asserted that the 
struggle for love was a moral 
and spiritual necessity. 
REED'S ANSWER was Street 
Hassle," a brilliant restatement 
of Reed's own humanism. 
Reed released three erratic 
albums between "Hassle" and 
"The Blue Mask." 
But on "Mask," Reed is again 
in fine form. The title cut recalls 
many of the violent themes of 
The Velvet Underground. Yet 
the song's persona is not Reed. 
By taking on the mask of a 
violent individual, Reed allows 
himself the luxury of 
commenting on the stupidity of 
mindless violence. And, as in 
the past, he also holds out the 
hope that no matter how bad 
things become, there is always 
hope for a better future. 
story by Dave Whitman 
art by L^ave Sigworth 
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Darryl Thomas, The 
Helping Hands' bass 
player, was telling me 
that the band's 
perfomance on Feb. 12 
at the Union Side Door 
just was not up to their 
usual expectations. 
"Nothing went right, 
the sound was bad," he 
said. "But come see us 
on Tuesday (Feb. 16) at 
Uptown or at Howard's 
on Friday. Things'll be 
good then." 
And they were good. 
Very good. 
In fact, Thomas's 
remark that the Uptown 
performance was bad 
suprised me. I went out 
of curiousity, had heard 
about this band that was 
suppose to be pretty 
good. And, suprisingly, 
they wrote and 
performed all their own 
stuff. 
I was worried that 
they were just another 
new-wave band 
I was wrong. 
THE SIDE DOOR filled 
slowly with the usual 
punk types in striped 
shirts, short stairstep 
hair and skinny ties. But 
there were also a lot of 
ripped blue jeans and 
deck shoes. Obviously, 
the Helping Hands was a 
band to be reckoned 
with. 




Boats on Sand, who did 
superb covers of The 
Police, reggae and 
rockabilly, the Helping 
Hands took the place by 
storm. 
The same thing 
happened at Howard's, 
especially since the 
acoustics in the bar are 
better than those of the 
Side Door. There was 
also a much larger    - 
crowd. 
Guitarist Chris Noice, 
a Visual 
Communications 
Technology major, was 
not satisfied with that 
performance either, 
despite the enthusiastic 
crowd response. "I 
guess I'm just a 
perfectionist," he said. 
Despite their eclectic 
approach to music, all of 
the members of the 
band stress that they 
don't like labels of any 
kind. 
"WE DON'T like being 
classified as a new-wave 
band because that keeps 
a lot of people away," 
said Romeo Gold, 
organist and a radio-TV- 
film major at the 
University. 
"Yea, more than 
anything else, the music 
we play is just Helping 
Hands music," Noice 
said. "We don't care if 
the person listening to it 
much-more-than-adequate jS dressed like a punk 
rocker or wearing an 
izod sweater. We just 
want people to have a 
good time." 
The Hands's bio sheet 
claims musical 
influences for the band 
ranging from Motown to 
'80s techno-rock. But 
Thomas's colorful, 
melodic bass lines 
resemble nothing so 
much as The Ventures 
playing the theme from 
Peter Gunn, and Noice's 
guitar owes more to Bo 
Didley than to anything 
else. 
MOST OF ALL. they 
have a good handle on 
what they want their 
band to sound like. They 
are members of a pop 
group. Pop, as in 
popular. . 
"We skipped the 
whole step of playing 
music by other bands in 
bars," Gold said. "A lot 
of bands get caught up 
in that and break up." 
The members of the 
Helping Hands got past 
that stage while playing 
in other local bands. 
Gold, for instance, was 
a member of The Clean 
before joining the 
Hands. 
"Basically, we're just 
four very creative 
people," he said. 
Gold added that any 
of the members of the 
band could have picked 
up and played any 
instrument when they 
were first getting the 
group together. 
"I could have played 
keyboards or guitar," 
Noice said. "Any of us 
could have played 
anything." 
"Except (J. Chester)," 
Gold added. "He's a 
natural-born drummer." 
The members of the 
group are optomistic 
about their future, 
saying they plan on 
heading out to the East 
Coast to play in clubs 
there. 
"WE'VE ALREADY 
visited out there, 
brought some tapes and 
talked to some people," 
Noice said. "They're 
excited to have us come 
out there." 
They say they fully 
expect to make it to the 
top, explaining that 
many bands glorify the 
burnout and suffering 
that goes on during the 
struggle to attain 
stardom. 
"We're just four All 
American boys," Noice 
said. "If we ever really 
made it and got to warm 
up for the Rolling 
Stones, and Mick Jagger 
came up to me and said 
'here take this stuff'— 
cocaine, heroin—I'd 
probably tell him I 
wanted a glass of 
orange juice or 
something." 
Right now the band 
members ore concerned 
about finding enough 
time to play, earn 
money and write new 
songs. 
"We really don't find 
song writing too hard," 
Gold said. "We have a 
lot of good ideas. But it's 
hard to find the time to 
sit down and do them." 
One obstacle they 
said they have not had 
to overcome is the 
problem of clashing 
interests and egos. 
If Darryl  has an idea 
for a song, it's his song. 
We try to play it like it 
sounds in his head," 
Gold said. 
"There are about a 
million ways a song can 
go," Noice said. "It's the 
writer's song, but we all 
contribute to the way it 
sounds." 
The songs themselves, 
of course, like the 
members of the band, 
are at the same time 
profound and witty, 
clever and quick. And 
popular. 
story by Dave 
Whitman 
photo by Al Fuchs 
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Work Breeds Art 
On Wednesday afternoons at 
the University theater's 
costume shop, Jill Bloede can 
get a lot done. In fifteeen 
minutes she can rent three 
costumes, smoke three 
cigarettes, drink a soda and 
consult with students about 
costumes for shows and scenes 
they are preparing for theater 
classes and productions. 
"One thing about theater 
majors," she yelled from 
between racks of costumes, 
"their always busy." 
A graduate theater student, 
Bloede said many people do 
not recognize the hard work 
theater majors invest in their 
craft. 
"Some people look on 
theater as a less than valid 
occupation," she said. "It really 
is hard work. And let me tell 
you, it is not glamorous like 
some people think. 
THEATER MAJORS are not 
necessarily a special breed, 
Bloede said, but they are 
different from the average 
University student. 
"To work that hard and be 
that dedicated you have to be 
committed. It is a very time- 
consuming field because we 
are always working, either 
with others or on ourselves. 
"Think about it," she 
continued. "We have a full load 
of classes and if we're not 
rehearsing for a show, we're 
preparing scenes for class." 
Bloede said theater majors 
are "constant observers of 
people, their behavior and 
their emotions. This Is what we 
study." 
BLOEDE QUOTED Humphrey 
Bogart as saying"work breeds 
art." She said theater people 
are always working hard to 
attain excellence in their art. 
"We're always changing and 
trying new things to improve 
and we're constantly changing 
ourselves." 
Not only does Tom 
McSweeney have classes to 
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cues, costumes, lines, lighting 
and making sure that the 
production of "Our Town" he is 
directing is the best it can be. 
A senior, McSweeny 
describes himself as "the 
pushiest theater major in the 
department." 
He said he loves the theater, 
but if he had to do it all over he 
would have gotten a degree in 
American history. 
"As an undergraduate 
theater major you have no 
chance to go anywhere. Being 
a theater major is probably one 
of the most ridiculous things a 
person can do with their life, 
but if someone is happy doing 
what they're doing why deter 
them?" 
"A great thing about being a 
theater major is that we're 
allowed to be children always, 
or we can be somebody else, or 
any character any time," he 
said. "Theater people are more 
aware of emotions and are 
willing to express them more 
than others. This is because it is 
part of our profession to deal in 
emotions and feelings." 
McSweeney warned that 
working in the theater is a 
vicious business. 
"It's the most dangerous 
occupation emotionally and 
physically," he said. "In real 
life you'll never meet someone 
as backstabbing as a theater 
major. That's because of the 
intense competition for the few 
good parts and opportunities 
that come along." 
• • e 
Brad Hurtado says that 
although one of his biggest 
loves is the theater, he feels 
the need to be able to see a 
more clear future for himself, a 
future which will include steady 
employment. 
Hurtado, a junior radio 
television and film major, will 
begin an internship with AM 
magazine in the spring. 
He says although he works 
hard at his major he works just 
as hard at his interest in the 
theater. 
"IT IS hard work, but it is the 
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way that I have found to 
express myself the best. I have 
never in my life worked so hard 
at something and enjoyed it so 
much," he said. 
"Theater people are great," 
Hurtado said. "I know very few 
who are not spontaneous. If 
they feel like doing something 
they do it, and that it is good 
for me because I like being 
around people who will put up 
with that element in me." 
Hurtado said theater parties 
are a prime example of his 
friends' creativity and 
spontaneity."Theater parties 
are incredible...You'll have 
someone who will all of a 
sudden turn himself into a 
character, and then someone 
else will join in and you have 
this crazy dialogue going on." 
He said many theater majors 
are open, honest and very 
intense. "We learn to be when 
we are on stage doing and 
saying emotional things as 
other people." 
• e • 
Risk is a concept that Jon 
Weir, a senior theater major, 
doesn't view as strongly as 
Hurtado. 
"I try to dispell the theater 
myths," Weir said. "I used to 
think it was a constant risk but 
now I see it as doing what I 
have to do." 
Weir said he had just 
returned from Chicago where 
he auditioned for a summer 
workshop. 
WEIR SAID the reaction he 
gets from people when he tells 
them his major is in theater is 
"interesting. Too often I find I 
get a stereotyped response. 
"But I really don't differ that 
much from any other major. 
Everyone is interviewing and 
looking for jobs and trying to 
get things together." 
Weir said he is in theater 
because it is where he can 
experience the most growth. 
"Some can teach, or paint, or 
be managers and hopefully 
that is where they experience 
the most growth. But I'll tell you 
I could never go to the library 
and do research or be an 
accountant." 
story by Craig Hyde 
photo by Ron Hagler 
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JEANS -N- THINGS   for Guys & Girls 
CHEENO'S     ALL PAINTER PANTS    ALL CORDS 
Denium Jeans        Rainbow of colors 20%-50%OFF 
5pock<t st. legs    pastel, natural, deniums 
Cynthia Scunza and Leon Bont rehearse for the upcoming University 
production of "Our Town.'' 
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NEW ARRIVALS 
3-6-72 3-6-82 
10 YEARS AFTER WEEKEND 
00°' 
P*v aP> FRIDAY, MARCH 5 STACY & KEN 
(SI COVER) 
SATURDAY, MARCH 6 
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WFAL WILL BROADCAST VINTAGE ROCK & ROLL LIVE FROM 
SAMB-S BEGINING AT 8 PM! 
YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN PRIZES 
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AFTER 8 PM   VOU MUST BE 21 
pastel jogging sweatsuits 
and matching bandanas 
1982-83 
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS 
TUESDAY, March 9 9:30 p.m.,15 Ed. Bldg.   Registration 
& Information 
TUESDAY, March 30 7-9 p.m. 
THURSDAY, April 1 7-9 p.m. 
SATURDAY, April 3 TBA 
MONDAY, April 5 7-9 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, April 7 7-9 p.m. 
SATURDAY, April 17  1 p.m. 
Anderson Arena Clinic 
Anderson Arena Clinic 
TBA Semi-Finals 
Anderson Arena Clinic 
Anderson Arena Clinic 
Rec Center        Finals 
-MEN AND WOMEN WELCOME- 
Carousel Beauty Shop 
1/2 price Of f on a haircut 
or 
30% Of f on a perm with Gayle 
Also Guys & Gals: Unicurl Body 
Amplifier. Not a set or a perm but a 
treatment that will realign the structure 
of your hair to hold your style in place 
up to 6 full weeks. 
&REDKEN 
Full Service Shop 
140E Wooster 
352-0800 
MON-SAT 8:00-5:00 pm 
THURSH 8:00 pm 
N€$JS 
YOU MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON 
GOOD THRU March 19,1982 
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